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the time that the Periodic Table was drawn up by the hands

of the

Russian

chemist

Mendeléeff,

until

1893,

the

atomic

weight system remained practically unchanged.
From time
to time a new element had been discovered and had taken its
place in one of the gaps of the original table.
Scandium, gallium and germanium, whose general properties were forecast by
Mendeléeff, had been isolated and found to correspond closely to the deserip-

tions which

had

been theoretically

deduced

from

their

position

in the

Periodic System.
But there were the same number of gaps in the table in
1893 as there were twenty years before, and no prophet or prophetess could

then have proclaimed that within a few years the table constituted by Mendeléeff must make room for five new elements, whose properties differed
widely from the characteristics of the then known elements.
These new
elements are known as the “Rare” or “Inert” or “Noble” Gases.
The
foremost of these is Argon.
It appears that Argon had actually been isolated over a hundred years
before it was recognized as a new element.
Cavendish, in the course of his
experiments, had passed electric sparks through air, and by means of alkali
had absorbed the oxides of nitrogen thus formed.
In this way he obtained
as a residue a small bubble of gas which appeared to be unaltered by further

sparking.

The quantity of substance which

Cavendish obtained was too

small to allow him to make any experiments with it; and when we remem~
ber that even to produce this small amount, it had been necessary for him
and his assistant to spend three weeks in turning the handle of a frictional
electrical machine, it is not to be wondered that the experiment was not

repeated on a larger scale. This work of Cavendish passed out of the recollection of most chemists, and it was only after Argon had been isolated in
our days
In the
study of
this work

that any particular attention was paid to it.
vear 1894, Lord Rayleigh, in his researches, was engaged in the
the densities of the various elementary gases, and in the course of
he had occasion to measure nitrogen extracted from two sources.

He took air and ammonia and he isolated nitrogen from both, and measured
them with the following result :
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1 litre of atmospheric N weighed 1.2571 grms.
1 litre of chemically pure N weighed 1.2507 grms.

Thus we see that atmospheric N is .0064 gr. per litre heavier than N
derived from pure chemicals.
Lord Rayleigh attributed this difference to his belief that nitrogen existed
in two allotropic forms; so that in the one case he had the or dinary diatomic

molecule, while in the other the molecule contained a higher number of
atoms.

The two gases would then differ from each other as do oxygen and

ozone.
Ramsay, on the other hand, presumed that the difference was due to some
unknown element. Upon this assumption the two experimenters proceeded
to isolate a new element, each working according to a different method.
In the course of one of his lecture experiments, Ramsay observed that
nitrogen, passed over hot magnesium in a limited supply of air, would unite

with the magnesium.

He decided that the discovery of this union could be

made available in his search for the-new element.
Consequently he passed
and repassed atmospheric nitrogen over the hot magnesium and weighed the
gas between each set of experiments.
The density of the residue increased
each time until it reached 19, where it remained constant. This corroborated
the suspicion of a new element.
By this process no less than 100 c. c. of the new gas were obtained, and

an examination of the pera

showed hitherto unknown lines in the green

and red regions.
In the meantime, Rayleigh, using the quaint method of Cavendish with
the aid of modern apparatus, derived the new gas to the extent of 1 c¢. ¢.

Ramsay proved this gas to be an element by determining the ratio of the
specific heats of the gas at constant pressure and constant volume, finding
1.66 as a result. This result proved that the new gas was monatomic,
hence it must be elementary.

and

In view of the fact that this new gas combined neither with oxygen nor
magnesium, it was evident that the new element was chemically inert, and’
hence the discoverers named it “Argon” (actionless).
This element could find no home in the Periodic Table, and for a time it

looked as if Mendeléeff’s work would be disrupted.
Fearing this, chemists
got busy and endeavored to find some companions for the new element.
Ramsay, learnin through the experiments of Hildebrand, that minerals
containing Uranium when dissolved in acid gave off a gas which had a
spectrum slightly differing from that of nitrogen, obtained such a mineral—
“cleveite’—and boiled it in sulphuric acid.
As was expected, a gas was
given off in whose spectrum there was a bright yellow line.
At first he

thought he detected in this line the sodium spectrum, but upon further close
examination the two lines could not be brought into correspondence and the
conclusion was drawn that a new gas was being dealt with.

An investiga-

tion of this gas was then made and it was found that its density was only
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twice that of hydrogen, so that this gas was the second lightest in existence.
The spectrum of the gas was already known, having been observed in the
chromosphere of the sun during a total eclipse.
This gas then was identical

with the substance previously known to exist in the sun (and hence termed
“Helium’’), though before Ramsay’s work it had been supposed to be confined to the sun and non-existent on the earth.
Argon and Helium, upon investigation, exhibited numerous similarities.
Both were monatomic gases, both were inert as far as chemical properties
were concerned.
Neither of them could be fitted in the old Periodic System.
It was ob-

vious that the table must be modified to find a place for the “newly-discoyered.”

A new

column

was

therefore inserted in the table and

Helium

was

placed along side of lithium, while Argon fell into position to the left of
potassium. But the gap between Helium and Argon must be filled by an
element whose atomic weight should be about 20.
Liquid air, once a curiosity, had at this time been obtained in ieee
quantities.
Procuring some, Ramsay and Travers, after they had experimented on seven meteorites, a score of mineral waters, and about a hundred

and fifty minerals, evaporated the liquid air and took the fraction which
was last to evaporate, and, after freeing it from nitrogen and oxygen in
the usual manner, they examined its spectrum, and found two new bright
lines, one in the green and the other in the yellow region.
The density of the gas was investigated and found to be 22.51.
Being
heavier than Argon (19), it was deduced that another new gas had been discovered.
This substance was “Krypton” (hidden).
Fractional distillation of crude liquid Argon resulted in the discovery
of still another new element, “Neon.”
When Krypton, free from Argon, was allowed to become warm in a flask,

bubbles of gas, apparently not Krypton, still remained in the flask.
These
bubbles were collected and the examined spectrum was new.
In this way
the fifth new gas, Xenon, was brought to light.
This substance has an
atomic weight of 128, and therefore fits into the table, coming after
Krypton:
He
ta
te
Be
9.10

Ne
A
Bai BE. 8
X 128.0
That these gases form
arguments :

i.

Na 23.05
K 39.15
Rb 85.50
Cr 132.90

Mg 24.36
Ca 40.10
Sr 87.60
Ba- 137.40

a series in the Periodic Table is proved by three

The ratio between their specifis heats at constant pressure and con-

stant volume is 1.66.

2. If the densities be regarded as identical with the atomic weights as
in the case of hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, then there is no place for
these elements in the Periodic Table.
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These elements exhibit gradations in properties, such as refractive

index, atomic volume, melting point, and boiling point, all of which
fitting places on diagrams showing such periodic relations.
These gases have three properties in common:

1.

find

They all display characteristic spectra lines in Pliicker tubes, where-

by it has been possible to recognize them and to judge of their purity.
2. Their molecule consists of only one atom.
3. None of these elements combine with other elements ;; they may therefore be considered nullivalent.
In.every case there seems ‘to be periodicity
in the arrangement of these elements with regard to their properties.
Argon lacks salient characteristics.
Its inactivity with such high electropositive elements as magnesium, calcium and lithium demonstrates its

want of electric polarity.

Argon has not been termed

“inert”

on this

account only, but it was found that no action takes place in the presence
of hydrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, tellurium and very many reagents known
for their chemical affinity.
So we may therefore take it that this element
was happily chosen to be called “Argon,” which means “inactive.”
A room
18 feet square and 9 feet high contains almost exactly 1 cubic yard of this
invisible intruder.
All samples of air show a large portion of Argon.
Owing to the combination of calcium with nitrogen forming calcium-nitride
(Ca, N.), and that metallic Ca also absorbs H at the same temperature
giving a crystalline hydride not dissociated at 500 degrees Centigrade, it

was found that pure Argon could be isolated by the following four operations :
1. Preparation of 100 liters of nitrogen.
2. Increasing the proportion of Argon contained in the gas.

3.

First purification.

4.
Second purification by circulating the gases over calcium.
‘The gas
is collected in bottles of 250 c. c. capacity.
The Argon was proved to be

pure by the study of the spectrum, which

showed the characteristics of

Argon, while there was no sign of nitrogen.
We are thus enabled to
acquire considerable quantities of pure Argon.
Ramsay was anxious to find the place of Argon in the Periodic System.
It has no resemblance to any other elements, there were no gaps in the

Periodic Table for it.

The difficulty led Ramsay to the discovery of the

companions of Argon, inert gases, resembling Argon and like it, constituents
of the atmosphere.
.

Helium,

next discovered,

is an odorless,

colorless

gas, differmg

from

Argon not only in its spectrum, but also in its density, having a density only
one-half as heavy and next to hydrogen, is the lightest substance known.

In a room of aforesaid dimensions there are about 4 cubic inches of Helium.
Helium plays a stirring part in cosmic affairs.
It was
the “chromosphere,” or colored atmosphere of the sun.

ium”

originally seen in
The name “Hel-

was given to the element of the new yellow line as a fitting re-
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lines are comparatively simple

and its spectrum has been observed among those of the solar chromosphere.
It is also to be found in many of the fixed stars, notably in Capella, Arcturus, Pollux, Sirius, and Vega. The minerals which contain Helium have one
thing in common: they all contain uranium, or thorium, or lead, or a
mixture of these.
Minerals of lead alone do not show the presence of
Helium, but it may be stated that Helium is an invariable constituent of
ores of uranium and thorium; these ores do not show any tendency towards
combination with Helium.
Pure Helium, which ten years ago was known
only to astronomers through the medium of the spectroscope, can now be

found in all laboratories prepared by the following method :
A quartz bulb, which ends in a quartz capillary tube, is placed inside a
cylindrical platinum tube of somewhat larger diameter, stopped by a
metallic plate which allows the capillary tube to pass. Sealing-wax is used
to make a tight joint.
Side tubes allow of making a vacuum in the
annular space, between the platinum and the quartz bulb, and gas can
also be introduced.
The apparatus is heated to about 2,010° F. in an
electric furnace having platinum resistance coils, with the exception of the
sealing-wax joint, which is cooled by a jacket having a cold water circula-

tion.

The quartz bulb can also be put in connection with a mercury pump,

then ordinary unrefined Helium coming from the calcination of cleveite is

introduced into the platinum tube, at somewhat

higher than atmospheric

pressure, to hasten the diffusion.
By adding to this impure Helium from
5 to 10% of oxygen, we can fix, under the form of water vapor or carbonic
acid, the hydrogen or carbon monoxide, which may be present.
After a
few minutes the pressure gauge connected to the quartz bulb shows that
the gas is commencing to diffuse.
The pressure rises in a very regular way,
and after two or three hours a portion of pure Helium can be introduced
into the gas holder.
Under these conditions the output of the gas, with the
quartz bulb containing 42 ¢. ¢., is somewhat:-slow.
It corresponds to about
1 c..c. of pure Helium per hour. The method, when once the apparatus is
mounted, is easy to operate, and the purification seems to be perfect.
In

fact, spectroscopic examination shows none but the characteristic rays of
Helium which are very brilliant, and the nitrogen bands, although easy to
see, are quite absent.
Only the red line of hydrogen can be perceived, but it
is very faint.
It proceeds very likely from traces of hydrogen from the
electrodes of aluminum of the Pliicker tube, and it is known, in fact, how

difficult it is to have this gas completely absent in a spectroscopic vacuum
tube.

Thus

it is seen that the diffusion of Helium

through

quartz

at a

high heat constitutes a good method of obtaining the gas in a pure state.
As crude petroleum is fractionally distilled to isolate its constituents, so also
was liquid Argon, with the result that a new element, Neon—“the new one”
was separated. The method of preparing Neon has already been discussed

in a previous part of this paper.

It is a colorless, odorless gas, having a
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is of a peculiar

tinge,

between

rose

and

Like the other gases of this group, Neon forms

no compounds with other elements.
The most useful property of Neon is
its power of luminescence under the influence of Hertzian waves.
If we
take a highly exhausted tube of Neon and place it across two metallic

conductors, along which we pass a series of Hertzian waves, we shall be able
to detect the positions of nodes and loops in the waves, by simply running
the Neon tube along the conductors. When it reaches a loop the tubs glows
brilliantly, almost as if it were being excited by an induction coil; while at
the nodes of the electric vibrations it remains dark.
Of course, other gases,
such as carbon dioxide, will behave in a similar manner; but Neon is much
more sensitive in this respect than any other gas. Neon is fairly plentiful,
filling about 40 cubic inches of the aforesaid room-dimensiong,

While Helium and Neon were found in the most volatile part of the air,
Krypton and Xenon, on the contrary, were obtained from the residue after a
large quantity of liquid air had been allowed to evaporate slowly.

Their sep-

aration wes rendered possible by the fact that Krypton still has a rather large
vapor tension at the temperature of liquid air, while the vapor tension of
Xenon is almost imperceptible. They are both colorless and odorless gases.
The spectrum of Krypton is a pale violet, while that of Xenon is sky-blue.

Both gases have been liquefied, Krypton
Xenon at 163.9°

Absolute, under

boiling at 121.3°

760 mm.

these elements have been prepared.

of mercury.

Absolute and

No compounds

of

Krypton is rarer than Helium, while

Xenon is by far the rarest, the above-mentioned
room containing no more
than one-fifth of a cubic inch, or enough to fill a small pill box.
Thus we have passed in review the elements known as the “Noble” Gases.
By their-discovery, Ramsay and his assistants convinced scientific men that
they can be mistaken in their knowledge; for previous to 1894 it was generally believed that the composition of air was certainly one of the subjects

upon which our knowledge was most complete.
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Sy the State of Nevada, among the Sierra Nevada Mountains, lies
the little village of Elko, bordered on the west by huge mountain
peaks, and on the east and south by the peaceful, smooth, and
undulating waters of the Humbolt River.
The village had a
population of several hundred, while agriculture was its chief
industry in its earlier days.
About a mile from the village an aged couple, Mr. and Mrs. John LaSalle,
lived in a humble cottage, a short distance from the road.
John LaSalleand his wife had taken great pride in farming, and were famed as wise
agriculturists.
Their plot of ground contained one hundred and sixty
acres, and many pronounced it to be the finest in the State. Having already
celebrated the golden anniversary of their wedding, the happy couple peacefully rested with their mind tow ard eternity.
The year of eighteen hundred and seventy-five was the most successful
year they had ever completed.
The crops were abundant, and the proceeds

in proportion.

Summer

was gone, and the wheat and oats were cut and

threshed; the chilly month of October had just set im and the corn was
turning brown and awaiting the hand of the reaper.
The days were short
and nights were long, and the weather seemed to be very unsettled in that
part ar the country.
On the twelfth of October rain continued in a steady
downfall for several days; the sad and melancholy rustle of the dying leaves

could easily be heard and the wind blew sharply through the murmuring
pines.
“Well, John,

I guess this weather is going to continue

for some days,”

said Mrs. LaSalle.
“Well, I reckon it will; you know

October is always an unsettled month,

Hone.”
“Let’s go to bed, I feel pretty tired to-night, and anyhow I feel affected
by the weather, John, ” said his wife.

Having covered the dying embers on the hearth, they blew out the lamps
and commissioned the family dog, “Old Shep,” to keep watch. Both retired
in the room to the left of the kitchen, just opposite the cornfield.

“Say, Poppy, mighty bad night for old people.”
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“That’s what it is, Hone.
I guess we wont live to see many more of these
nights.”
There was something in his tone that told his sorrowful and

downcast soul.
“Say, Dad, where is Shep?
Where is your gun?”
“Never mind, Hone, I got them both on guard. Don’t you fear.”
It was.
plain that the old lady’s train of thought moved along in the same channel.

_

The midnight hours moved slowly on, the old clock struck one.

Both

heard it and they heard the rain patter on the roof over head.
But, hush!
“What’s that, Hone?
Have you heard nothing?
Some one is shot,” said

the old man.

:

“My God!” cried the old lady, “it must be near.”

“Lay down, Shep!
Shut up, I say.”
“Mercy, John, I told you to lock up every place.
midst of bandits.”

Now we are in the

The old gentleman went quickly to the kitchen, sahnes his gun and opened

the door.

Everything was calm and peaceful.

The old “farmer walked

around the cottage and returned, telling his wife that everything was all
right.
“T wonder who it was that did the shooting,” said the old lady.
“Guess some drunken scoundrel, out for a good time.
Shut your. eyes,
Hone, and go to sleep, I am very tired.”
They both fell fast asleep, and never stirred till the next morning. About
five-thirty old Hone arose, went into the kitchen and started the fire.
“John, you better get up now; go and feel the cows.
I hear that old red
cow bawling for feed.”

The old man arose, slipped on his boots and opened the door.
What a sight!

“My

God!

Oh!

Cold chills ran through his body.

What

covered with blood.
over his heart.

does this mean?”

There

be heheld

a dead

man

Bending over, he found a bullet hole in his breast just
:

The aged lady fainted and sank to the floor. While the old man was
silent and pale, warm tears coursed down his cheeks. He carried the lifeless form into the house and examined the corpse.

The clothes were made

by E. V. Price, of Chicago, Ill., and the name of H. C. Garber was engraved
on a card as salesman

for Swift & Company, of Chicago.

In the mean-

time the old lady had recovered and stood wringing her hands and crying
continuously.
_ “JT will bury this body in the cornfield, and no one will ever learn of the

affair.”

So the old man threw the body over his shoulder and buried it in

the corner of the field—the last sad rites of H. C. Garber.

"The

aged couple were sorrowful and down-cast for many weeks.

No

sunshine entered the roof, and the image of the dead man appeared to them
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in slumber.
The old man went about his work ina melancholy mood, while
old Hone never uttered a word.
“Well, Hone, I guess I’ll go to the village to-morrow.
I have to get some
one to help me. You know I am not young any more.
No, the days are
gone when I could work.”
“Yes, John, we are both going down hill fast. My! I wish that had never.
taken place, John.
O John, for the love of Christ and his Blessed Mother

don’t mention it to anyone.”
“T won’t, Hone;

don’t worry.”

“What a lovely morning,” said the old lady.
“Slightly cold, but just the kind I like,” said John.
“There was a heavy frost last night, but look, John, at the village, the

sweet smiling village.
See the pale white smoke rise from its dwellings,
homes of innocence and pleasure.”
They ate breakfast and the old man departed for the village.
He stopped
at the old town pump to exchange friendly greetings with his neighbors.
Turning to his left he saw a sign, which read: “Five thousand dollars reward.
Information concerning the whereabouts of H. C. Garber.”
The
color left his cheeks, his blood seemed to stop flowing, and cold chills ran
through his body.
“Is this the man?
What?
Let me recall! Yes, his name was Garber.

He’s the man. Oh! I must not tell.”
Good morning, boss, fine day.
Looking for help I suppose,” said the
young man with broad shoulders and fine physique.
“Yes, but I reckon you are te proud to help an old man.’

“No, boss, Ill go with you.”
They returned to the farm and the hand was instructed about his duties.

The lad worked himself into the hearts of the old people, and soon was as
good as a member of the family.

He noticed the pale countenance of the

old man and his trembling hands day after day.
““What’s the matter, boss?
Not feeling well?
hard for an old man like you.

I guess the work is too

Come now, won’t you tell me?”

“Well, I have a little palsy.”
After supper, while the family sat around the fire-place discussing the
events of the day in drowsy manner, Hone made an excuse to retire, leaving

the two men conversing.

“I can’t keep it any longer, I must tell, I must

tell,” the old man soloquized.

He related the story to the hired hand and

then retired.
After the old man was gone, the ical hand said aloud:
chats some game, eh.
The old man’s pretty soft.
Nice

“Well, I guess
round sum for

me.’
That very night he left the horse and walked luskly to the village.
entered the main

the sheriff.

street just at day-break,

and

immediately

He

called to see

A warrant was issued for the arrest of John LaSalle.

.
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“T’ll get you your reward in a little while, son.
your
vears,”
said the sheriff.
v
e
3
*

*

*%

*

*

*

*

A nice pile for a lad of
*

*

*

When the old couple arose in the morning the man could not be found
_on the premises.
“It’s all up, Hone.
I could not keep it any longer.
He

is a traitor.

Yes, he has given me up and will now receive the reward.”

The noise of trotting horses could now be heard.
Suddenly there was a
rap on the door, and a man of military bearing entered.

“Good morning!
is a warrant
Garber.
A
ing.”
-“Qh! for
jail?
Must

Mr. LaSalle live here?

Well, I am sorry to say there

for your arrest.
You are charged with the murder of H. C.
young man has given us the necessary information this mornthe love of God give me time!
Must an old man like me go to
I pass the remainder of my days in prison? die on the scaffold ?

I have lived an honest and upright life.

Is this then my reward?

O God!

listen to my prayer!
Prove to the world that I am an innocent man.
Good-bye, Hone, good-bye !”
The old man was hurried to the village prison and lodged behind the bars.
The day was set apart for his trial.
It was indeed a pitable sight to see an
old man, his form bent with age, long silvery hair hanging over his shoulders, and tears coursing down his cheeks.
That night he had a vision of his boyhood days along the river, with its
banks of daffodils and showers of white May blossoms, groups of laughing
children, here and there the glaiming flash of cowboy as he sped trotting by,
when suddenly he was awakened by a voice.
“Q John, is it you?
How I wish I could be near you?”

“Ts it you, Hone?”
Sy

gs?

Then they both sat and whispered words of love, consolation, talked plans
and future freedom till it was time for Hone to go.
Every day seemed a month, and every month seemed a year to him.
Death, calm and sweet, was to be his only consolation.
“Shall I die condemned of murder?
No!
Will God in his mercy
neglect his weary child?
No!
After the storm comes the calm; so after

imprisonment will come sweet freedom.”
*

ae

*

*

*

*

*

*

The hour before the trial the villagers gathered around
court-house.
“LeSalle is as innocent as a baby,” said some.

*

*

the old historic

- “He is a guilty old man,” remarked others.
The prisoner, his
-The court increased in numbers around the door.
wife, and the sheriff shared the gaze of the curious eyes of the farmers who

thronged the court-room.
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said one of the juriors to his fellowman, pointing to the

window, “who is hurring along the road?”
An elderly lady, dressed in
black, with her hand pressed on her bosom, was seen in the distance.
The judge called the jurors to order. Mr. LaSalle’s case was speedily
tried, and the poor old man was condemned for the murder of Garber on the
grounds of circumstantial evidence.
The awful scene of the broken-hearted couple was too sad to attempt to
picture.

“Hone, Hone,

I go—an innocent man 1 to the scaffold.

God alone is the

judge of our actions.
I will prove my innocence before I die.”
But who is the woman that staggers into the corridor of the court-house ?
Surely, she is a stranger.
She has fallen to the ground, poor old lauty,. and
has fainted.
The men run and assist her.
“Take me to the sheriff,” she whispers as she comes to.
“I must see him
at once—before I die.”
“T’ll call him,” said one of the men, and he hastened for the magistrate.
The sheriff was at the rear end of the court-room, and was about to take
custody of his prisoner.
He hurriedly left the court-room, accompanied
by the other gentlemen.
- “What can I do for you?” said the magistrate.

“Here,” said the od lady, taking a note from her bosom.
—sent

this—to you.”

“My dead boy

Scarcely had she completed this-sentence when

she

expired in the arms of the juror.
The sheriff took the letter, opened it, and read, as follows:
“To the sheriff of Elko:
I, John Garber, shot my brother, Harry C.
Garber, October 12, 1875.
The scene of the murder was John LaSalle’s

farm.

I carried the dead body to Mr. LaSalle’s door.

If Mr. LaSalle be

now in jail, for God’s sake give him freedom. I killed my brother because
we were both in love with the same girl.
My God, forgive him!

JNO. GARBER.”
The sheriff announced the contents of the letter to the villagers and
surrounding people, and in stentorian tones cried out: “John LaSalle is

innocent!

God bless him and old Hone!”

What rejoicing! - The church bells rang out
lagers sought out Mr. LaSalle to express their
Many years have passed since 1875, but the
the echo, though it has grown faint, “Long live

‘Old Hone!’ ”

with gladness and the vilgreat joy at his acquittal.
villagers say they can hear
old J ohn LaSalle and good
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Q abstruse process of reasoning is required to demonstrate that
children of Israel are the most despised, reviled, outraged,
and down-trodden race dwelling on God’s earth.
This is a
fact, so evident that, to convince you of it, it suffices merely
to assert it.
Indeed, since a few years, the world’s hostile
attitude towards the Jewish people has undergone considerable modification.
Nevertheless, the present condition of God’s chosen
people is anything but enviable.
Despite modern civilization, culture, and
enlightenment, a due measure of justice has not as yet been meted to the
Jew.
To sneer at him, to regard his as an inferior being, an undesirable
element in our national and social fabric is to betray ignorance of what he
achieved for humanity, and to ignore the fact that he is endowed with the
71),

highest physical, moral, and intellectual qualities.
THE

JEW

AND

THE

DISCOVERY

OF

AMERICA,

Not many people realize what an important role the persecuted Jewish
people enacted in the discovery of the New World.
Columbus, a man of
adamantine will, after in vain seeking aid at the courts of England and
France, finally appealed to Queen Isabella.
The illustrious Spanish soyereign approved and encouraged the project of the Genoese navigator. Her
depleted treasury, however, for a long time, not only deferred the equipment
of the fleet of discovery, but even threatened to render abortive the attempt
of Columbus to. sail unknown seas’in quest of new lands.
:
Luis Santangel, a secret Jew and Comptroller-General of the Province

of Arragon, induced Isabella to hazard the undertaking, by convincing her
of the prosperous financial conditions at home, and by showing her that the
success of expedition

would inestimably

benefit Spain by securing for the

country incalculable commercial advantages.
Whilst Isabella still deliberated and hesitated, Santangel, to promote the
gigantic

enterprise,

enlisted in the glorious

cause the services

of Gabriel

Sanchez and Juan Cabrero, two Jews no less wealthy than himself.
length the Catholic Queen consented; she even promised to pawn

At
her

jewels to raise the necessary funds, but Santangel

the

dissuaded

her from

sacrifice by contributing 1,700 ducats from his private treasury.

~
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This, however, is not the only way in which Columbus enjoyed Jewish
favor and assistance.
The most prominent of the crew, Bernal, the physician, Mares, the surgeon, and Torres, the interpreter, were all Hebrews.
There. is documentary evidence, also, that one-fourth of the men under his
command.were Jews.
Let-us bear in mind, too, that the nautical instruments used by mariners in the fifteenth century were Jewish inventions.
Columbus was not ignorant what he owed to the children of Abraham.
His extant letters, addressed to Santangel and Sanchez, testify the respect

and gratitude he entertained for his Jewish friends and benefactors.

~ It is

not at all improbable that the wonderful projects of Columbus might have
never matured into reality had he not been aided directly and indirectly,

physically, mentally, and financially by Jewish patrons.
THE

JEW

AND

THE

WORLD

OF

INTELLECT.

There is no department of the arts and sciences that has not been cultivated by the Jewish people.
The Bible is an indestructible monument of
what the ancient Israelitish people achieved.
In the Middle Ages many of
the most illustrious surgeons, physicians, and astronomers were Jews.
The
fact that their patrons were popes, kings, and princesses is a sufficient testi+
mony of the superior scientific knowledge they possessed in these pursuits.
To-day, all over the enlightened and civilized world, there are representative
Jewish poets, novelists, dramatists, historians, literary critics, painters,
sculptors, musicians, singers, lawyers, politicians, economists, phyicians,

inventors,

scientists,

mathematicians,

and

philosophers.

Moses,

David,

Solomon, Philo, Josephus, Moses Mendelssohn, Felix Mendelssohn . Bartholdi,. Disraeli, the two Herschels, Tombroso, Nordeau, Edersheim, and

Oscar Straus—what lustre does not this galaxy of intellectual luminaries
shed on the slandered, belied, and reviled Hebrew nation.

Is it possible, in the face of such great names, to maintain that the Jewish people is intellectually inferior to the English, French, and German?
There is a story to the effect that the great German composer, Wagner, once:

attempted to demonstrate Teutonic superiority over the Jews. He produced
an opera, but on the night of the performance he was not only perplexed,
but actually dumbfounded to see all the first violins in the hands of Jews.
JEWISH

CHARACTERISTICS.

A Jew is a Jew the worid over.

You

cannot fail to recognize him, no

matter where and under what circumstances you meet him.
With
superficial knowledge of national characteristics, you ean. Le

a

detect an Israelite in the motley gathering.

The Jewish race, like any other, is possessed of the same feelings, passions, emotions, aspirations, and ambitions; it is subject to heat and cold,
hunger and thirst ; it, too, is the heir to the common ills and woes of human-

ity; yet, notwithstanding

this similarity, the race stands solitary among
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the nations of the earth.
It is a river, mingling and flowing in the great
ocean of humanity “in it, but never one with it.”
The bond of union holding the race together is one of the most characteristic traits of the Israelitish people.
The Jews band together in poverty
and misfortune, as well as in wealth and prosperity.
This distinctive
feature differentiates them from Christian peoples.
The Jewish population
of Greater New York numbers some 800,000 souls.
Of this vast multitude
but twenty-six pauper Jews are consigned to the almshouse.
The majority
of these are excluded from existing Jewish charitable institutions, because
affecting with some fault or defect precluding their admissions.
The only
pariahs among Jews are individuals, who have proved themselves a dishonor
to the faith and traditions of the nation.
For a Jew to manifest contempt
for a poor coreligionist is an incongruity irreconcilable with his natural
character.
Another remarkable trait of the Hebrew people is the devotion of the
parents for their children. A father will endure any privation or hardship,
undergo any labor or toil, sacrifice life itself, provided he can procure for a
son or daughter the advantages of a good start in the struggle for existence.
A touching incident illustrating this parental devotion is related by Madison
Peters.
One day a Russian Jewish peddler came to his door.
“On being
questioned,” writes the great defender of Jewish interests, “he volunteered
the information that competition and hard times had driven him out of
business as a merchant tailor, but he could not be idle, so he got his pack

on his back and set out as-an itinerant merchant.

“Though I am a peddler,’

said he in his broken English here corrected, ‘I have a son graduating this
month from the high school, and another one in Harvard University.’ ”
The fact that fifty per cent. of the students of Columbia University are
Jews shows that the benefits of a liberal education are fully appreciated by
the children of Israel.
The annual reports and bulletins of our colleges

and universities prove that Jewish children are apt scholars, and in many
instances out-distance their Christian competitors.
Surely, those who have little more than jeers, taunts, slanders, contumely,
and vilification for the Israelitish people will indignantly object to having
cleanliness described as a Jewish virtue.
“However, men and women who
have studied and investigated the social conditions and the home life of

the race all testify that despite the most

squalid

strives to keep himself clean.
Cleanliness
Bible injunctions observed by the Hebrews.

is the object of many of the
The Jew is very fond of soap

and water.

environment

If his dwelling is not provided with a bathroom, he buys a

sheet-iron receptacle that serves the same

purpose.

The

various

ments of the house are furnished according as means allow.
carpet

the Jew

is too expensive,

the

bare

boards

aré scrubbed

appart-

If a bright

scrupulously

clean.

Every piece of furniture, whether in the “reception room” or in the kitchen,
sparkles

with

the lustre of cleanliness.

In this respect,

we must

guard
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“Many a blacksmith at his anvil, covered

with grit and grime and sweat, is cleaner by far than many a scented bandbox dandy strutting along the fashionable thoroughfares, sucking an ivory-.
headed cane, sporting a monocle and ogling the ladies.
So with the Jews.
Many a dirty-looking Jew is cleaner than a clean-looking Gentile.”

Although

AN APPEAL FOR THE JEW.
the Jewish nation has benefited human

society, although it

possesses qualities that entitle it to the respect and admiration of the whole
world; strange to say, it is the helpless victim of contemptuous ridicule,
tyrannical oppression, terrible persecution, unjust degradation—and this in
an age of culture and refinement!
If it is folly to blame a man for the color of his hair and eyes, is it wisdom
to reproach a Jew because he is born of the race of Israel?
It is true, that
centuries ago the nation stained itself with the guilt of deicide, but is it
so improbable that certain modern infidel governments ‘would hesitate to
repeat this execrably heinous crime?
When beholding the followers of
Zion, shall we remember the traitor Judas and the hypocritical Pharisees
and forget the Immaculate Mother of God and the Blessed Apostles Peter
and Paul?
When Christ promulgated the commandment, “Love ye one another,” did
he exclude the children of Israel from the number of those whom we are
to love. Is not all humanity the family of God, and are we not all brothers ?
Unfortunately, we do worship at different shrines, but the God we adore, is
He not the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob?
Not by persecution, but
by justice, kindness, love, and prayer can we hope to communicate the pless- °
ings of Christianity to those from whom we received them. °
Are we seeking to conceal the fact that the Jewish people are not immune
from faults, and even grievous faults?
No, neither the Jews, nor did any
one else ever claim for them the privilege of impeccability.
They are
human; consequently subject to human frailty and human weakness.
If
they protest against unjust depreciation, they do not thereby covet undue
commendation.
What they plead for is their inalienable right to be measured by the same standard as other communities.
Can any man of impartial, unprejudiced, and unfettered judgment refuse this just demand ?
The tremendous post-biblical history of the Jewish nation shows that
unless God, watched over and preserved the children of Israel, long ago
would they have been obliterated from the face of the earth.
If onee

Israel was God’s “chosen people,” to-day it is His “peculiar
destined to realize His glorious designs in the undefined future.

treasure”
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Copsey, 712.

ode is a poetic, lyrical passage presented

by the

entire chorus, in the progress of 4 drama, with song and dance
accompaniment.
Undramatic in spirit, the choral ode demanded the highest art of the actors to prevent it from becoming grotesque. In the earliest ages the choral ode was the
outcome of the religious tendencies of half civilized people,

and was used at the religious festivals in honor of the gods.

Even among

the Hebrews, the chorus, both of men and women, was present in the religious festivities. The choral ode of the ancients, which was at the climax

of its glory in the age of Sophocles and other ancient Greek playwrights of
his time, was developed from the religious ceremonies held in. connection
with the festival rites of the gods.
The choral lyric was developed chiefly among the Dorians, who were of a
more light and joyous temperament, and distinct from the practical and

warlike tribe of the Lacedemonians, who, when they needed a song-maker
or chorus director, and then only for a definite public use, brought one from
their more artistic neighbors, the Dorians and Athenians.
The choral ode is the oldest and most natural form of lyric poetry, and
even older, we might say, than the epic, because it combines in itself music,
song, rythmic gesture, step and movement, and is the most natural form of

poetry to even the most simple and uncultivated minds.

The choral ode is

collective and public, and does not lend itself to the expression of personal
thought and feeling, as well as it feels the pulse of the people.
In it the
poet could not voice his own sentiments, but that of the people, and the

song had to be one in which the people could participate. The result was a
highly developed choral lyric, in which the words and music were supplemented by the evolutions of the chorus.
Out of the ancient Dorie choral
art grew Attic tragedy itself.
The choral ode produced many notable poets among the ancient Greeks,
and especially among the Dorians, culminating in Pindar, and then passed
over to the dramatic poets of Attica.
Pindar coyered the entire range of
choral poetry, and was the greatest master of the Dorian choral lyric.
The Greek drama weaves within itself the religious and structural ele-

ments of the choral lyric and the inspiration and themes of the epic.

In
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Greek choral music, associated as it was with religious festivities, two dis-

tinet tendencies manifested themselves.

The first of these had its origin in

the worship of Apollo, and this was national and ethical in character; the

second had for its source the ritual of the Dionysiac cult, and was of an
individual and sensual type. Within the former a large number of choral
forms developed, such as hymns of praise, pzeans of victory, hymeneal songs, _
prayers, dirges, and lamentations; and the latter tendency developed only
one form, the dithyramb, defined as an “uprorious song” in honor of
Dionysus.

In the earliest times, upon the different festivals of the gods, and especially those of Apollo and Dionysus, crude dances were instituted, called
“phallic dances,’ and sung to rude and improvised music, the themes of
these songs being generally the exploits of the god in whose honor the festivities were held. Afterwards men were appointed who composed songs,

and who gave to them a certain literary finish, which was afterwards perfected.
The choral odé was a direct otitcome of the work of the first poets, who
developed it from the rude songs of the Bacchic revelers on the festal days

of Dionysus, the god of wine, these festivals being celebrated in the rural
districts with orgies, processions, and games, accompanied by dances to the
strains of cyclic choral songs, which were chanted by the dancers.
Thesbis, though modern crities proclaim him a myth, was among the first

of the ancient Greeks to give a distinct poetic form to the choral ode, and it
progressed through a long line of choral poets, gaining in richness of form

and elegance as it developed. Thebes mingled with these songs pantomimic
gestures of myths appertaining to Dionysus; then came the introduction of one actor who impersonated the different characters; dialogue followed, with
the addition of more actors; and then with costumes, scenery, and stage

mechanism, the structure of the Greek drama was complete. But each of
these innovations necessarily tended towards forcing the chorus, originally

the main factor, into the background; yet the task which it continued to
perform was of the highest significance and demanded careful and thorough
preparation.

We must pause to give a brief summary to the chorus, its actions, duties,

and evolutions, and its necessity in the Greek drama on account of the
choral ode. The chorus was not an accidental or external element of Greek
With
tragedy, but historically its oldest and most essential characteristic.

the development of dialogue the chorus was gradually subordinated to this

more dramatic element; but originally tragedies were purely lyrical, that is,
stories put forth wholly in song and-dance, which called forth the use of the

chorus.

Not until the decline of the Greek drama did the chorus fall into

disuse and finally to disappear entirely.

‘

The chorus was originally composed of fifty persons, who recited songs in -

honor

of the gods, gave prophecies, histories, and stories according to the
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manner of the play, and often the events that gave rise to the story of the

play, and the moral to be derived from it. The form in which they recited
gave rise to the choral lyric, one of the distinct, most elegant, and perfect

forms of poetry, and which attained its highest perfection under Auschylus,
Sophocles, and Euripides. These recitations or songs of the chorus bore

upon the play in a special manner, sometimes giving the plot, the incidents

that led to it, and then again incidents of the times and characters of the

people.
In comedy they were humorous passages and satires upon leading
men, public customs, etc. Very often the poet expressed his opinion by
means of the chorus, but this was generally done in the “parabasis” or
stepping forward, as the chorus was considered as the distinctive and independent mouthpiece of the public. Its presence on the stage was desired to
give courage and assistance to the characters of the play, to receive and impart information, to give and accept counsel, to interpret motives of conduct,
and to draw lessons from the different passions displayed by the characters.
Greek dancing, although not a necessary element of Greek chorus, lent to

it a certain grace and-precision of acting and reacted agreeably upon the

audience, strained by the events presented on the stage.
The chorus followed the action of the drama with keen interest, which was manifested in

the graceful evolutions which

we naturally classify with

dancing.

The

dancer or dancers gave interpretation to the song by gesticulation, rhythmic

movements of the body, but did not confine their art to lyrical parts of the
drama.
There were many varieties of dancing, viz., stately and dignified
motions and evolutions characterized the dancing in tragedy; and in the
comedy, the dancing was of a light and quick kind, suited to the moods of
the moment, and in keeping with the comic situations referring to the
progress of the plot and its ethical purpose.
In these intervals the chorus
was accompanied by appropriate music, gestures, and the stately evolutions
called the strophes. The chorus was kept in time and step by the direction
of the corypheus, who was generally a man of recognized literary talent,

who often composed the choral odes of the play, and often it was the very
- poet of the play himself, who took upon himself the duties of corypheus, as
in the case of Auschylus and Sophocles.
While chorus singing was carefully nurtured in Greece in connection with
the drama and as a means of amusement, it was likewise cultivated as a

valuable means of education and a refined type of diversion. And, indeed,
the greatest talent of the Greek dramatic poets, who attained the highest
perfection possible in their art, was expended upon these productions, and
to choral culture was directly due the creation of the artistic iambic.
But the dancing that. won the greatest applause was the even and stately
evolutions of the entire body of the chorus, which necessitated a director, or

corypheus.

‘These were movements of the chorus from left to right, called

the strophes, and the stepping forward and backward, accompanied by the
movements of the hands and arms in unison.
These evolutions were of
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various kinds and taxed the ingenuity of the corypheus in order to please
the people.
The place occupied by the chorus was the orchestra, a platform érected in
front of and a little below the stage with which it was connected by steps,
as at times the presence of the chorus was required on the stage. The chorus
represented a body of men who, during intervals in the play, gave words of
advice, warning, or comfort in the choral odes, whose verses were the most

highly polished of all the verses of the entire play, and, moreover, between
the acts or scenes sang lyric pieces.
The chorus, that possessed the ability to stage the choral ode, according
to a modern author, was “an acting body under the direction of the

corypheus, and participating in the action of the drama.”

Its continuous

presence throughout the play secured for it a sense of harmony
broken unity which the modern drama can never attain.

and

un-

AUTUMN THOUGHT
R.

T. Law,

‘li

Like one absorbed in ecstacy,
Unconscious of the fleeting hours,
J gased in thoughtful reverie,
Cipon a bed of withered flowers.
J saw

the fading

Chen

blossoms

nob,

sink their drooping heads in death,

WAbilsi leabes fell rustling ‘pon the son,
At Autumn’s ebery chilly breath.
Storet hope dispelled the sullen gloom
Ci bich then my saddened soul oppresgen,
Fot Spring would make the flowers bloom
Wiben once they bad their winter's rest.

Alas, our libes are like this scene—
Lite seems a summer—man a flower,
In guiet sadness J did ween
die bie to libe in Heaben’s bower.

St. Marys’

Hall
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LAW SON was busy in his back yard tending to his garden.

His neighbor and best friend, Mr. Thomas, came stepping
up, and, sae observing him a while, said, “Busy this morn-

ee *

ing,I see.’
“Oh, it’s not much.

Pai just trimming a few flowers,”

replied Lawson.
“You see, I had to go away rather early
yesterday, and thereby my garden was left without attention.”

“My garden is in excellent shape. Won’t you step over for a few minutes
and take a look at it?” Thomas asked.
“T will, with pleasure,” replied Lawson.

he followed Thomas

And

with shears in his hand,

along the path which joined the two gardens.

“You

certainly do keep your garden in good trim. Let me compliment you. By
the way, have you any duplicates of that Cattlyeon Orchid which you have
over there?”
(Pointing to the southeast corner of the garden.)
“T have one more left, to which you are welcome.”

Just then Thomas’s wife came to the garden and Lawson
words to her:
“Good morning,

Helen.

Where is the baby?

Why

spoke a few

didn’t you bring her

out with you?”
“Little Margy aanche a cold last night, so I let her remain in bed this
morning. -It’s not much.
She’ll be all “right in
j a day or two.”
“Your husband is fetching me a plant which I haven’t got in my garden.
See! here he is now,” said Lawson.
Then, turning to Thomas, he said,
“Thank you, Thomas.
And if ever you wish any of my duplicates, why,
just ask.”

“All right, Lawson.
T’ll try to remember your words,” said Thomas.
“Come, Helen, let us go in the house now and see how = Margaret is
getting along. Well, Lawson, I nhs you have good success.’
«Thank you; ee
x

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

As bright as was their friendship, it was destined to be overshadowed by
the clouds of misunderstanding and pride.

One Sunday evening hoth went to the clubrooms and soon were interested in a good game of poker. For a long while the game was even, but
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soon Thomas began to’ lose and that heavily, too.
Suddenly Thomas
shouted, “Damned, Lawson, you’ve been cheating!
Count your cards. One,
two, three, four, five, six. Six cards! How do you account for that 2”
“I’m sure I can’t,’ ’said Lawson, confounded.
“TI really don’t know how
I got them.”
“You discarded two cards and called for three,” said Thomas.
“It must have been an oversight then.
But I did not intend to cheat ;
and, Thomas, as long as you have known me, you never found me to be
dishonest in anything. This is the first time this has happened, and if you
were any kind of a friend you would have told me when I made my mistake. You called me a cheater! You’ll have to apologize for this conduct
of yours to-night, and until you do, call me no friend of yours.”
One day Lawson received a tea rose from Japan, sent to him by a U. 8.
naval commander who lately visited that country.
Thomas, looking out of
the rear window, saw it, and, marveling at its beauty, decided to have one

also.

He inquired of many florists, but without success.

So, growing des-

perate, he decided to steal a cutting of the rose stalk.
A few nights later his opportunity came.
He crept into his neighbor’s
garden and was just taking the shears from his pocket when he was startled
by a sudden flash of light. He could not see the man behind the light, but
he knew it was Lawson from the voice of the speaker:

“Get, you scoundrel!

What

does this mean?

You

coming

into my

garden and trying to steal the best flower I possess? March, you good-fornothing piece of meat, and never let me catch you in my garden again; for
if I do, there’ll be good cause for bloodshed.”
Thomas, deeply chagrined and humiliated, walked away while Lawson
lighted him the way with his electric pocket lamp.
A week had passed since the two had fallen out. Little Margaret’s cold
had been more than a mere cold, for by the end of the second week she lay
in bed and the doctor pronounced her case hopeless.
On Sunday night she
suddenly said :
;

“Mamma, ask Mr. Lawson for a rose for my grave. Good-bye, mamma!”
A few minutes after, she died. A large floral design in the form of a cross,
with a large rose in the center, came to the house without the name

donor.

Mr. Thomas knew not who sent this floral design.

of the

Nor did he see

the man in the rear of the church, who, during the Requiem Mass, from
time to time wiped his eyes with his handkerchief, and left at the last

“Requiescat in pace.”
*

*

%

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Two days after, while walking in his garden, Thomas saw his neighbor
cut off a rose that was blooming, and, placing it in his pocket, leave home.
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The same happened again and again.
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Thomas, becoming inquisitive, de-

cided to follow him.
The road led to the cemetery.
What was Thomas’s
surprise to see Lawson place the tea rose on little Margaret’s grave!
He
was so overcome at the sight that he came out from behind the statue where
he had been hiding and walked towards the grave where Lawson knelt
praying, his head resting on the tombstone.
Just then Lawson exclaimed:
“Oh, baby, you scarcely knew how I loved you!”
Thomas fell down upon his knees and began to pray. Suddenly he burst
into a violent fit of tears. Lawson, roused from his prayers, was amazed to
see Thomas kneeling beside him.
“What

does this intrusion

mean,

“Tt means, it means—a—a—it

Mr.

Thomas?”

demanded

Lawson.

means that for the love of this child, we

cannot keep up this enmity.
If you were guilty, why—”
“But I was not guilty,” broke in Lawson before Thomas could finish.
“T believe you, Lawson.
Pardon me for my rash judgment.
Can you
pardon me? Lawson, you’ve been so good to me. You’ve been a man, I’ve
been a dog. Forgive me, if you can,” entreated Thomas.
“Here’s my hand, Thomas.
Take it as that of a friend, for I never bore
you enmity.
I recalled after the game about that sad affair. It was all a
mistake. I was just telling Walter Newberry that my reasons for preferring
Thackeray to Dickens were principally three, and you, misunderstanding,
handed me three cards, which | unwittingly took. That’s the whole affair.”
Thomas seized his hand with feverish grasp, and said, “I thank you,
Thomas.”
Soon they were on their way home.
*K

*

*

*

%*

*

*

*

*

*

“By the way, Thomas, what made you follow me?” questioned Lawson.
“To tell you the truth, Lawson, it was to see where you took that rose.
I was bound to get a cutting, and followed you to the cemetery. But when
I saw where it was placed, I felt sorry that I came.
I was ashamed of mypelea
=
“Well, let’s say it’s over. As for the tea rose, call to-night and you may

have a cutting of it, with pleasure.”
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Another country, once staunchly Catholic, has become
the undisputed plaything of atheists and freemasons. Portugal has finally succumbed to the attacks of those Godless

men whose one aim and purpose is to prejudice nations against ecclesiastics

and all that they represent. Such a calamity is not the outcome of a day,
nor a week, nor a-month, but the secret and hidden work of years.
These
men do-not do their dirty work so that the whole world can view their

progress—they begin by deceiving themselves regarding God and His church
and then covertly teaideny or to entrap all whom they may with their Satanic
plans.
:
é
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In France we have a deplorable example of the evil and harm wrought by
the Freemasons. “But in Portugal, Freemasonry is even more rabid, though
more secret and more underground in its workings. It is grossly fanatical,
almost barbarous, and drums into the ranks of the order the worst ruffians

of the slums.”

And as the Freemasons seem to hold the upper hand in this

terror-stricken country, is it any wonder that the government

has been so

badly managed—its very name a byword for corruption and bankruptcy?
The officials for years have systematically plundered the government, driving
it farther and farther into debt until it reached the breaking point.
The
people rise up against the unpopular government, but instead of punishing
the guilty ones they immediately attack the Church.
It seems strange

indeed that the Church should be made the target of their uprising, apart
from the fact of the latent hatred of Christ which is always seeking for
opportunities to give itself vent. If we merely look into the relation between
the church and state of Portugal, we find that the church had absolutely no
power whatsoever—she was entirely dependent on the state for right to act
even in the most insignificant affairs.
And yet we find a misguided and
maddened populace, wrought upon by designing politicians and secret societies, rising up against a state, and instead of striking at the strength of
the state, wreaking its vengeance upon the state’s weakest part.
It is certain that it does not take much courage to pounce upon helpless
and unprotected priests and nuns and then to confiscate their property.

But in this latter fact we have only a repetition of the work of the Freemasons which took place a few years ago in France. All foreign religious
are to be expelled, but native religious may go to their homes in the different
cities, provided they do not again band together. The Jesuits, it appears,
are hit the hardest because for them an edict has been published which
states that their property shall be immediately and completely confiscated.
For the other congregations, inventories of their holdings will be taken,
which means that they also will be seized.
Naturally through all these attacks the church is the sufferer, but so it
has been ever since its foundation centuries ago.
The Church is almost

deserted by those nations which she once called her own—Germany,
land, Brazil, Italy, France,

Portugal,

all have deserted her.

And

Engat the

present time the affairs in Spain seem to tend toward the same end, and
there are not wanting

those who

are only waiting for the day when they

may loot and burn and pillage the temples of Christ, as we have but lately
seen in Portugal.
Soon again we will read the Proclamation of the Presi-

Thanksgiving

ent, setting apart a national holiday, on which to render
special and public thanks to God for the continued peace

‘ and prosperity that our country has enjoyed

during the past year.

This

Act of Thanksgiving is the oldest and most honorable of all the customs

.
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that obtain in our great and glorious Republic.

It dates back to the Pilgrim

Fathers, and has continued down to our present day without intermission.

This laudable custom alone suffices to give the lie to those who would stigmatize our country as un-Christian; by this custom alone we publicly profess to all the world that we are a law-abiding and God-fearing people.
And reasons are not wanting why we should be thankful.
Our country, ,
in the past year, has continued to progress in the arts and sciences, in letters
and economy. Strikes and internal dissensions were almost conspicuous for

their absence. The few occuurring ebbs of prosperity were quickly succeeded
by a more abundant flow of national well-being, so that, on a whole, the
American people have every reason of celebrating Thanksgiving Day in a
worthy and befitting manner by offering up their prayers of gratitude to the

Giver of all good gifts.
Unfortunately there are some who seem to forget the significance of
Thanksgiving Day, who fill their stomachs with all kinds of good things,
but who show no signs of gratitude to the Author of all these material blessings. This being so, is it preposterous to say that Catholics should give the
example on this legal holiday, and by assisting at divine services in the
morning prove themselves not only loyal but also thankful citizens of the

United States?
If the fourteen million Catholics throughout this vast
Republic spend this holiday as becomes their title of Catholic and American, it is to be hoped that others will be spurred on by their example to
offer pleasing holocaust of thanksgiving to Him that raiseth up kingdoms
and makes them to fall.
THomas Cosey, 712.
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Chicago Alumni
Banquet

We received the following report from our Chicago
Alumni:
“A special meeting of the Chicago Alumni was called on
the evening of October 27, to greet the Rey. President of the College, who

was passing through Chicago on his way to Notre Dame University to
attend a committee meeting of the Catholic Educational Association.
“Notwithstanding the short notice given, the meeting proved to be most
satisfactory in every way.
Among those present were:
Rev. Bernard P.
O’Reilly, President of St. Mary’s Institute, O. C. Mruter, E. C. ScHorn,
Auex. H. Scorn, WitriiamM C. ScHorn, JosepH C. WINDBIEL, ALEX.
M. BuumMentHAL, Maruias N. BLUMENTHAL, J. E. Grimes, Epwarp M.
Miter, Dr. J. J. Minke, Coartes J. Werze, formerly of Dayton, Ohio,
Joun M. BurcEeMeter, Jacob Braun, Jr., JosepH J. ABEL, of Dayton, Ohio,
who happened to. be in Chicago on a ‘business trip.
“The meeting took place at the residence of Mathias Blumenthal, where
Mat., Mrs. Blumenthal, and her sister, Miss Cora Will, proved themselves
most

genial

and

generous

hosts.

Full

justice

was

done

to

the

bountiful

repast that was the first number on the program.
All were equally eager
to learn of the doings at St. Mary’s, and were much gratified to know that
the old College was progressing steadily in all departments, and especially
that the engineering work was begun under such favorable auspices.
The
engineers present leafed with the greatest interest the copies of the Engin-

eering Bulletin and the illustrated album which wore spread on the table for
inspection. The old college athletes, in particular the famous Schoens and
Ned Grimes, were delighted with the results achieved by the 1910 football

team, which promises to make a record that may surpass the enviable record
of 190%. The present outlook and future prospects of the College in all
lines were thoroughly discussed until a late hour in the evening.
Before
adjourning, a vote of thanks was extended to Father O’Reilly for his visit,

and the desire expressed that every year a representative of the College
attend one of the banquets.

At the same

time all present pledged

them-

selves to assist financially in building up the new Engineering Department.”
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On his return to Dayton, our Rev. President expressed himself as de-

lighted with the reception, entertainment,

and hospitality tendered to him

by the Chicago Alumni; he wishes us to extend to them again his most
sincere thanks. We are pleased to know that the Chicago boys are maintaining the reputation they enjoy of being among the most enthusiastic
admirers

and most loyal supporters

Chicago Alumni!
OLD

Senator
Dick

BOY

of their Alma

Mater.

Long

live the

NUGGETS.

Will I. Ohmer, *67, one of Dayton’s most enthusiastic
Old Boys for 8. M. I., autoed Senator Dick out to college
in October.

Among

the members

of the party were Mrs.

Our loyal Old Boy introduced

Will I. Ohmer, Senator Dick and his wife.

the party to the Rev. President, Bernard P. O’Reilly, to his old friend Bro.

Edward Gorman, Treasurer of the College, and to members of the faculty.
The Rev. President expressed his thanks to Will I. Ohmer before the Seniors
for kindly bringing Senator Dick and his party to see the College. Senator
Dick delivered a neat address to the Seniors, giving them wholesome advice
on making use of the educational advantages St. Mary’s offered them.
The President, faculty and students wish to express their thanks to Senator Dick for the large portrait of himself which he kindly sent us from
Columbus since his visit.
Will I. Ohmer, call again with your friends.

Alma Mater limbers up and

feels young again when she has in her midst a loyal son whose progressive
strides have resulted in doing things in this Gem City of ours.
JoHN A. HiviEr, C. E., 91, superintendent of the
Distribution Department of the Queen City Water Works,

delivered an interesting lecture at the College, Saturday,
November 12.
Of

his

lecture

on the new

the Journal commented

Cincinnati

Water

Works,

as follows:

“Mr. Hiller showed a large number of slides that added

J. A. Hiller, ‘91

greatly to the lecture. The views showed the large caisSons used in the early constructions, the systems used for
filtering, the large coagulating basins, the shafts built in

the Ohio River, ete. The gigantic machines in the main pumping stations
appealed to all by the evidence of the greatness of the enormous task completed by the Queen City in installing the new waterwarks system in Cincinnati.

“This lecture, one of the scheduled supplementary lectures of the Engineering Department of the College, will be followed by others in December.”
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A luncheon was served after the lecture.

Among
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those present were

Messrs. Kelly and Weaver, of the Dayton Water Works, and J. C. Ely and

Gus. Cellarius, engineering officials of Dayton, and John Hiller’s staunch
friend, Edw. C. Hegman, 91. The lecture, practical from every point of
view, was highly instructive and entertaining, and the comparison of Dayton’s water supply, with her straight line of mains and lack of “in the case
of necessity” loop system of small mains, as drawn out at the reception
after the lecture, combined to make the evening of practical interest to all
present.

The Engineering Department, the President, and faculty extend their
sincere thanks to John A. Hiller for his kindness in delivering his interesting lecture.
Edward C.
Hegman, °91

The many friends of Epwarp C. Hraman, 791, will be
pleased to hear of his affiliation with the Dayton Motor
Cor Company, the firm that is building machines that are
making Dayton famous.
Edward is treasurer-of the company, and the
position, his many friends will be happy to know, is a more responsible
position than that which he so ably and faithfully filled at the N. C. R.
What John H. Patterson has lost, the Dayton Motor: Car Company has
gained.
Congratulations from Alma Mater to her loyal son, who has ever
interested himself in every way possible to advance her interests.

Rev. A. F.
Rev. Adolph F. Sourd, 776, then of Fayetteville, Ohio,
Sourd, 76 — spent September 19 at the Institute, visiting his nephew,.
Earl Sourd, of the III. High Class and member of the TI.
Division Boarders. Father Sourd is pastor of St. Patrick’s Church, Bellefontaine. One of his young parishioners, J. Wagner Mayer, is attending
St. Mary’s since 1908.

Frank.

Henry B. Goldcamp, 706, in company with his wife, Mrs.
Catherine Goldcamp, and his brother Clarence, called at
the Institute Sunday, October 17, to visit. his brother:
It was Henry’s first visit since his marriage, which took place Sep-

tember
Father
student
attend

a year ago. He was pleased to meet his former teachers, especially
Yeske and. Brother Louis Vogt. Clarence Goldcamp is a prospective
of S. M. I., and will be the fourth of the Goldcamp brothers to
8. M.I. Call again, Henry B.!

Irontonians

George
Leugers, 05

George Leugers, from Teutopolis, Ill., wrote recently. for

an S. M. I. Pin, a College Pennant, aia a subscription for

the EXPONENT for a friend. That’s the way to doit; boost S. M. I. and spread her fame by scattering her literature. George, let’s
have a “story” on your work in the city of Teutopolis, and a little “dope”
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:

on your home town.
news of you.
Clarence
;

H.

Gosiger,

’02
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Some of your chums are still here, and anxious to hear

A machinist recently called to examine a lathe installed
by the Patterson Tool and Supply Company, of Cincinnati,
in our “shop” in the power house.

He proved to be none

other than Clarence H. Gosiger, 702. Clarence was glad to hear that the ~
College was doing so well, and was happy to meet some of the Brothers he
knew. Come again, and bring along some of your friends to see the. fast
paces of your old-Alma Mater.
:

ee

Elmer

Kohimiller,

Kohlmiller,

in

renewing

his

°10 Exponent, gave us a little of himself.
uating from the High

subscription

to the

Shortly after grad-

School Department

of S. M. I. he

accepted a position with the Perry Iron Company, of Erie, Pa. He was
glad to hear of S. M. I. prowess on the gridiron, and wishes the Red and

Elmer, your wish has
Let’s hear again from

Blue to finish the season without tasting defeat.
brought us good luck. Watch the Athletic Notes.

you.
CuarLEs

Oh, You

living

Senators!

WHALEN,

together

in

’07,

and

Francis

D.

Washington,

C.,

Canny,

and

09,

are

attending

Both are doing well,
Georgetown University Law School.
and asked to have the Exponent sent to their address, 1244 Tenth Street,

NAN.

Charlie, have a guess on our new center for basket-ball, and another
Francis, your successor on the sport sheet
guess on our basket-ball coach.

is doping St. Mary’s football good and strong.

you soon.

Let us hear from both of

Success is the wish of your Alma Mater.
IN POLITICS.

|

-Epwarp A. Morrrz, ’05, completed his two years’
term of office of County Surveyor and ran for reelection, His old-time opponent worked hard,against
He
him, but Ed. was long on the home stretch.

carried a safe majority in the city, and the county,
not slow to appreciate Ed.’s work on the pikes at a
His
minimum of cost, swept him on to victory.
little card, on the back of which were given economic
features outlined by comparison with his esteemed

predecessor’s outlays, doubtless did much to reélect
the straightforward County Surveyor, Edward A.

E. A.

Moritz,

’05

Moritz, the little man with the system.

Congratula-

tions from your Alma Mater! There’s an old saying,
“You can’t keep a good man down.”
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H. L. Fernepine, 790, one of Dayton’s most prominent
attorneys,

and

S.

M.

I.’s most

loyal

sons,

entered

political lists. for Judge of the Circuit Court.

the

Though

up against a fast running mate, he won out.
Dayton
cast a strong vote for him, and even Republican wards
came strong his way.
Harry was reluctant in accepting
congratulations until official returns came in from all

points.
H. L. Ferneding, 90
Carroll

Sprigg, 96

Now that we all know the worth of our Old Boy,

we will watch with interest his work on the judicial bench.
Congratulations from Alma Mater.
Attorney

Carroll

Sprigg,

who

came out victorious

over

Judge E. T. Snediker, will take the latter’s place as Com-

mon Pleas Judge.
Carroll Sprigg is an S. M. I. Old Boy,
and Alma Mater extends her congratulations on the successful issue of his
candidacy for office.
St. Mary’s has been “going some” in all lines, and
nothing pleases her more than welcoming her Old Boys back. - We hope to

have the pleasure of seeing our Common

Pleas Judge at S. M. I. in the

near future.
WEDDING

Thos. R.
McDonnell, ’88
R.

BELLS.

We missed the news of the wedding of one of our Old
Boys in the last days of -August. RupoLpH SCHNEBLE, °88,

called our attention to the wedding of his classmate, THos.
McDonne
tt, *88.
Tom’s happy choice was Miss Hannah Quinn, of

Richmond, Ind. The marriage services took place in St. Mary’s Church,
the home city of the bride. After the wedding the happy couple took a trip
on the Lakes and through the East.
Tom has taken his bride of the “Panic Proof Town” to his sunny home
in New Orleans. We hope to have Tom step up this way soon. He is the
southern representative of the K. C. Hedges Company, of Chattanooga,

Tenn., and travels from Virginia to Texas in the interests of the large
boiler makers.

Eugene J.
Schaefer, 05

Tom, your Alma

Mater’s congratulations

and best wishes!

Another Old Boy to become a benedict was EUGENE J.
Scuarrer, 05.
Miss Helen Claire Larkin and Eugene
marched down the aisle of St. Joseph’s Church to the

strains of Lohengrin on Wednesday, October 24.

The families of the happy

couple, together with their immediate friends, congratulated Eugene and
his bride at the wedding breakfast that followed the church services.
They are now on a tour in Cuba, and will return to Dayton at the opening

of the New Year.
They will reside at 202 Warren Street, in the new
Schaefer Apartments. Congratulations and best wishes !

THE

Elmer

Heile, 05
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Old Boy to hear the ‘ladies

peal of wedding

ells was Elmer Heile, ’05. Some months ago Elmer visited the College and showed every interesting spot of S.

M. I. to his fiancée, Miss Agnes McTyghne, a charming young lady of
Covington, Ky. The day of their happy marriage was Monday, September
26. The Nuptial Mass was celebrated at St. Patrick’s Church in Covington.
After the wedding breakfast the happy couple left for a tour through the
Kast, returning via Niagara Falls. They are now at home to receive their

friends at Vermont and. Licking Avenue, Latonia, Ky.

Elmer is one of the many members of the Heile family that attended
S. M. I. His father, Frank Heile, and two uncles, Henry and Anthony,
Elmer’s
attended the College when it was young and “crowing up.”
brother, Albert, was at College a few years before him; at present, Leonard
and Marcellus are following their beaten paths; and Edward, a young hopeful, not yet in his teens, will keep his younger brothers company in college
in a few years. Congratulations to Elmer and his bride from all at S. M. I!

i|

REQUIESCANT IN PACE

:

We recommend to the prayers of our readers the soul of Mr. Miller, the
father of two of our loyal Chicago Alumni, Oscar C. Minurr, 792, and
Epwarp M. Miturr, 94. The College faculty, Exponent staff and Alumni
offer their sincere sympathy to the bereaved ones. May he rest in peace!

Joseph L. Schenk, *60, after a severe illness of more than a
year, was

called to his reward

on

October

24.

He

leaves his

widow and four children, besides his brother and relatives,
and many warm friends, to mourn his loss.
His two sons,
Robert and Eugene Schenk, attend school at S. M. I. The
Faculty, Old Boys and Exponent staff, and S. M. I. students,
extend their sincere sympathies to the bereaved ones, and

Schenck,69

Temember his soul in their prayers.
The following, taken from the Dayton Journal, shows how

keenly his loss is felt in the musical circles of the Gem

City:

“His home

was always a center of attraction for his many friends, and the hospitality
extended there was the most gracious. It was a meeting place for musicians
and musical people, and there music of the highest ty pe was always to be

heard. No one was more active in the interests of music during the past
half century than the deceased, who was always, moreover, an enthusiastic
supporter of all that was best in music in Dayton.
The guiding spirit of
charming home life has winged its way to the eternal world in the peeing

of J oseph L. Schenk.”

Mav he rest in peace!
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FOR

OCTOBER.

Collegiate

Department.
Anthony Tague, 86; Ignatius Hart,
Gerald McKinney, 91; Lawrence Strattner,
Leo Schmitt, 89; Thomas Cobey,

85
87
87

Joseph Graham, 89; Leo Walsh,
Robert Gray, 91; Edwin Bradmiller,

88
88

High School Department.
Joseph Schlaudecker, 89; Edward Purpus,
Fourth High
ce cae s J. Berghoff, 98; R. Sherry, 98; F. Thill,
aw ote
Tarai Rss
O. Krusling, 94; G. Dunn, 93; A. Burgmeier,
Second High—A
C. Hochwalt, 91; J. Burbridge, 91; Wm. Reith,
Second High—B
Philip Burch, 96; Charles Meyer,
First High—A
Theodore Oppenheim, 92; Alphonse Burgmeier,
First High—B

86
98
93
91
96
90

Senior Letters
Senior Science
Junior Letters
Sophomore Letters
Freshman Letters
Freshman Engineering

Business

Department.

First Business
Second Business
Elementary

Highth

Encouraged

season,

Course

85;

Gaynor,

Joseph Schaefer, 84

Paul Ohmer, 91; Erich Munch,
George Hochwalt, 88; Frank Kubkowski,
Joseph Wittmann, 94; Anthony Stoermer,
Urban Berry, 94; Herman Fien,

Eighth Grade—B
Seventh Grade
Sixth Grade
Fifth Grade

Lecture

Department.

Frank

Grade—A

by

Council

the

500,

success

which

Knights

of

crowned

Columbus,

their

and

efforts

St.

87
86
93
93

last

Mary’s

Institute have jointly completed arrangements with the Lyceum Bureau for the presentation, in St. Mary’s auditorium, during the fall and
winter of 1910-1911, of seven of the strongest attractions sent out by this bureau.
Every man billed is an artist in his line, and a most generous outpouring of
The student body of St. Mary’s is certainly
the friends of St. Mary’s is merited.
highly favored by the bringing of these eminent artists into their midst, and

much benefit is sure to be derived from the course.

The different numbers are:

Rose Crane—“Cartoonist and Modeler in Clay,” October 24.
Albert and Martha Gale—“Songs and Stories of the Redman,’’
John Kendrick Bangs—‘“Salubrities I Have Met,’’ December 6.
Ralph Bingham—“Entertainer,” January 9, 1911.
C. E. W. Griffith—‘“‘Macbeth,” January 16.
E.

E.

James

W.

Griffith—“Richard

Francis

IV.,”

O’Donnell—‘“‘The

January

Rivals,’

17.

February

14.

:
November

7. '
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A large and
fashionable. audience
filed into
St. Mary’s
spacious auditorium on the night of October 24 to witness the
opening number of the 1910-1911 lecture course, given under
the auspices of the Knights of Columbus.
Mr. Ross Crane, who came heralded
as giving “the greatest, completest, and most artistic one-man entertainment in
Ross

the

Crane

Lyceum,”

was

presented

to

the

audience

in

a

neat

speech

by

Mr.

Bernard

Focke, ’02.
Mr. Crane proved himself to be a most versatile artist.
His
sketches, “Looking human nature in the face,’ were excellent, his work with the
crayons most artistic, and his modeling from clay a revelation to his audience.
Aside from this, he played the piano with rare expression, and convinced his
auditors that he is a finished mimic and impersonator.
If this same generous
attendance, as well as the high standard of attraction, is to characterize each of
the remaining numbers, this season’s course will be a most successful one,
gratifying
.to the promoters and delightful to the patrons.
Hallowe’en

The Senior Division held their annual Hallowe’en celebration
in their. club-room,
tastily
decorated
with
numerous
Japanese lanterns, bunting, penants, and palms.
For several hours, from seven
p.m. on, there was one round of enjoyment.
During the good old progressive
euchre excellent music was rendered.
Tournaments in pool, billiards, and bowling took place, prizes being awarded to the winners.
There was song and music
to the full, and between times appetizing luncheons were served.
The drawing card of the Junior Division was the minstrel show, which was a
great success owing to the inventive talent and dramatic ability of Frank
Mahoney, Leslie Warren, Henry Wickham, the interlocutor, George Mahoney,
and Pat Grogan, Herman Feidner, and Walter McCourt.
Edward Neary successfully attempted fortune’ telling.
The Hallowe’en celebration of the Third Division was as merry as it was
elaborate.
The following is the program:
(1) Music, Redemption Overture; (2) Lecture and Miroscope, A. Kranz;
(3)
Music and Chorus, Old Folks at Home;
(4) Shadow Show, Select Bunch;
(5)
Music and Chorus, My Dream of the U. S. A.; (6) Song, E. Gross;
(7) March,
Dixie; (8) Luncheon, Toasts; (9) Amusements after Luncheon:
(a) Fortune
Telling, (b) Ducking for Apples,
(c) Hunting Peanuts,
(d) Give Patsy His
Poipe, (e) Popping Corn.
The program for the Hollowe’en celebration of the Fourth Division speaks for
itself.
Song,
The German
Band, Glee Club;
Opening
Speech,
Carl Braun;
The
Puzzled

Dutchman,

M.

Adams;

Marc

Bizaris,

Chas.

Meyer;

Violin

Solo

(Alberta),

Carl Ernst; Tale of a Frog, Ralph Neary; The First Letter, Ed. Kuntz;
The
New Ten Commandments, A. MacDonald; The Landlord of Lion’s Inn, Dialogue;
Annie Laurie, H. Weed and Carl Ernst;
The Boys We Need, Norton Emrie;
The Big Four, Urban Berry; Admiral Von Dietericks, Norbert Monning; A Little
Boy’s Troubles, Ed. Meninger; The Deck Hand and the Mule, Ed. Meyer; Violin
Patriotic Medley, Harold Weed; Dad Swore Off, George Klopp; When the Folks
Are Gone, M. Remelin; How I Tended the Baby, Chas. Meyer;
Song by the
Select Choir; Mirroscope; Boxing Match.
Columbus
Day
as

a

legal

At its last general assembly the Legislature of Ohio, as well
as those of several other States, decreed that henceforth October 12 would be designated as “Columbus Day” and observed

holiday,

thus

paying

well-merited,

though

long

deferred,

homage

to

the memory of America’s discoverer.
The proclamations of the Governor and
Mayor met with a generous response at St. Mary’s.
High Mass at eight o’clock,
was followed by Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament, after which all
repaired

to the

auditorium,

March—"Greeting

where

the

following

program

was

rendered:

to America”

Choris My. p)ream-0f

S. M. I. Orchestra.
tne UC Be Ao
Se. RO
S. M. I. Choir and Orchestra.

Rud.
Roth

and

Bial

Snyder

Of your Charity

Pray for the Soul of

Mrs. Brigid O'Reilly
who

died at Rochester, N. Y,, October
in the &7th year of her agp,

9,

1910

It was with deep regret that we learnt of the death of Mrs.
Brigid O’Reilly, the venerable mother of our beloved President,

Reverend

Father

Bernard

P.

O'Reilly,

and

of

Brother

Francis J. O'Reilly.
Death was due toa fall and to pneumonia, which developed later.
Mrs. O’Reilly was privileged
to receive the Holy Viaticum at the hands of her son and
died a most peaceful and happy death.
She was laid to rest,
on October 12, after solemn services which were held in
Corpus Christi Church, Rochester, N. Y.
The day previous
a solemn high mass of Requiem was offered for the repose of
her soul in the Institute Chapel in the presence of the entire
student body and faculty.
May God grant her eternal rest!
Following is a copy of the resolutions of condolence drawn
up by the Exponent Staff and presented to Father O'Reilly:
Whereas, it has pleased God
of Mrs. Brigid O’Reilly, and

to call

unto

Him

the

soul

Whereas, in the death of Mrs. Brigid O'Reilly, our beloved President has been deprived of a loving mother, therefore,

Be it resolved that we extend to him and to the bereaved
members of his family our heart-felt sympathy and condolence,
and that a copy of these resolutions be published in the November issue of the Exponent.

The S. M. I. Exponent
Ignatius Hart
Thomas Coby
Leo Schmitt

Inu Memoriam

Renu. Father Charles G. Hahue
(1852-19111.)
In the death
Church,
diocese

of Rev.

Father

Dayton,
Ohio,
not
of Cincinnati sustain

city of Dayton,

July

2, 1852.

H. Hahne,

Rector

only
did
the
a great loss.

He

was

of Holy

Trinity

parish
but
also
He was born in

ordained

to the

the
the

priesthood,

May 24, 1883, and in October of the year 1899, he was appointed
Rector of Holy Trinity Church.
The news of his death caused
a profound grief not only to his parishioners, but to many others
as well.
He was called out of this life after an illness of but
three days, in the 53d year of his age.
The Most Reverend Henry
Moeller,
D.D.,
Archbishop
of Cincinnati,
and
over
100 priests
attended the solemn funeral rites which were held, November 10.
The great number of the faithful that attended the obsequies bear
witness to his zeal and piety.
Father Hahne was ever a true friend
of the Society of Mary.
A goodly number of his school children,

after finishing the parochial classes, he directed to S. M. I.
He
is a brother of three Old Boys:
John A. ’71; Dr. Henry A. ’74;
William C. ’75 and an uncle of Forster Hahne attending S. M. I.
since

1906.

Prayers were offered
repose of his soul.
To his
extends its

up

by

the

venerable, mother, sister
deepest sympathy in this

a

Faculty

and

students

and brothers, the
hour of sorrow.

2s.

for

the

Exponent
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Essay—‘The Spirit of Columbus”
Overture—“‘National Airs”
;
S. M. I.
Essay—“The Age of Columbus”
Cornet Solo—‘Garden of Roses”
Cornet, Wm. Freund.

Recitation—“A
Chorus—“Uncle

Tribute
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Francis Mueller
arr. by Bowman
Ignatius Hart
Schmid

Piano,

to Columbus”

J. Schlaudecker.
George Donavan
Bernard Kranz
Otto Krusling
Joseph Windbiel
Walter Wintermeyer

Holzmann
S. M. I. Chorus and Orchestra.
Recitation—“Three Days in the Life of Columbus”
Frank Thill
Carinet Solo—‘‘Serenade”’
Moscowski
Clarinet, Mr. J. Becker.
Piano, Mrs. J. Becker.
Recitation—“The Landing of Columbus”
Ralph Wirshing
March—“Greater America’
Vandersloot
:
M. I. Orchestra.

Mr.

Sammy”

Geo.

On October 10 the Commercial

Class had the singular honor

Hudson

of welcoming an old speaker, Mr. Hudson, former surgeon on
the Jamestown, man-of-war.
He explained in a very clear way
the method employed in the laying of the Atlantic cables, sounding, anchoring
in deep sea, the finding of meridians, as also the action and force of sea waves,
currents and tides.
Mr. Charles
Reiling

On Tuesday evening,
was entertained by Mr.
Co.
His subject, “How
treated with great skill.
Every thing was
incidents cited made the talk all the more

October 11, the Senior Business Class
C. Reiling, of the Elder and Johnson
to Conduct a Department Store,” was
right to the point, and the numerous
interesting:

Mr. John
O’Connell

On October 17, the County Recorder, Mr. Clary, had the
Commercial classes enlightened on the subejct of “Proof Reading through Mr. John O’Conell.
By various blackboard talks
he showed the proper way of getting at this kind of work.
Besides this, he
also explained the duties of the County Recorder.
The

News

Through the kind invitation of Mr. Moorman
the Senior
Business visited the very modern plant of “The News.”
Mr.
Moorman conducted the class to every available place of interest in the plant,
and pointed out all the latest improvements.
From thence they journeyed to
the Recorder’s office, where they were shown th diffrnt mthods of filing and
recording chattels, mortgages, and deeds.
Mr. Joseph
Cn October 28 the method of taxing property was fully exHochwalt
plained by Mr. J. Hockwalt, member of the Board of Assessors.
Whatever is taxable, and what is exempted, as well as the
penalties for refusing the paying of taxes, was discussed.
Toone and all of our kind friends, a hearty “thank you”, and “Au revoir.”
Literary
Circle
vice-president;

The Students of Second Year High School—B have organized
the Longfellow Literary Circle.
The officers elected for the
present term are Leonard Swift, president;
Cyril Hochwalt,
Joseph

Weigand, historian.
is the editor-in-chief
of “Columbus Day”
class.
‘Columbus
and His Voyages,”

Windbiel,

The
and
the
and
by

secretary;

Eulogius

Lause,

treasurer;

John

organ of the Circle is “THE QUILL.”
John Burbridge
William O’Leary is the joke editor.
On the occasion
Columbus number of “THE QUILL” was published to the
His Patrons,’ by Albert Meininger, as also “Columbus
John Burbridge, showed patient research.
The “Virtues
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of Columbus,” by Leonard Swift, was an eloquent tribute to the great Catholic
discoverer.
The editorials, by Joseph Windbiel and Cyril Hochwalt, proved
quite instructive.
The interest taken by the class augurs well for the success
of the literary endeavor during the present school year.
Holy Name
Society
tor, Reverend
ing results:

The first meeting of the branch officers of the Holy Name
Society was held on Saturday, November 5, at eleven a.m. in
the Zehler Library.
After the opening prayer by the moderaFather O’Reilly, the election of officers was held, with the follow-

Ignatius Hart
President
Lawrence Strattner
Vice-President
John Dillon
Secretary
Gerald McKinney
Treasurer
William Seidensticker
Librarian
Reports of the branch meetings followed.
It was then decided upon that all
the members would wear the Holy Name Emblem, bearing the image. of the
Sacred Head of our Savior.
A committee of three, consisting of Father Yeske,
Leo Schmitt, and William Seidensticker, were appointed by the president to
make arrangements for the service of reparation, to be held in January. . Father
O’Reilly, President of S. M. I., then exhorted the officers of the various branches
to be faithful in the discharge of their duties.
He also gave an interesting
account of the Holy
Name
demonstrations
given by the Catholic men
of
Rochester

in

the

great

parade

of

Sunday,

October

9,

and

Father

the elaborate demonstration that took place on the same Sunday
The prayer of reparation closed the meeting.
Following is a list of the officers of the various branches:

President.

$2 90 I

OUR G8 bo pt

. William Seidensticker.
Lester Quinlan.
Walter McCourt.
George Mahoney.
Martin Kuntz.
Edward Purpus.
. Leon Gendron.

. Charles Meyer.
. Frank Kovacic.

BRANCH
OFFICERS.
RESIDENT STUDENTS.
Secretary.
Ignatius

Hart.

Harry

Hart.

John Anawalt.
Joseph Oppenheim.
Leslie Warren.
Frank

Joseph

Albert

Allen

NON-RESIDENT

OTR 9 bo Pt

Strattner.

tt

PD $0 90 I

. Lawrence Bucher.
Herbert Hook.
Edward Hall.
William O’Leary.
Joseph Kuhn.
Fred Ohmer.
Richard

Kelly.

. Clarence McLain.
. Raymond Carey.
. William Hickey.
Peter’s
Pence

for October.
—A, having

Baumgartner.
Keagler.
Heile.

Ochs.

STUDENTS.

John Dillon.
Thomas Fleming.
Frank Thill.
Albert Burgmeier.
John Weigand.
Robert Fries.
Orville Donnelly.
William

O’Neill.

Andrew
Leonard

Treasurer.

Secretary.
. Lawrence

Ambrose.

Frank Mueller.
Daniel Maloney.
Robert Sherry.
Richard Pflaum.
Cyril Hochwalt.
Harry O’Leary.
Paul Brennan.
Joseph Schaefer.

Paul Ohmer.
George Hochwalt.

Clarence Howe.
Carl Heck.

Sidney

Louis

Eckley.

of

Schmitt.

George Donovan.
Urban Leininger.
Carl Gladen.
Kranz.

spoke

in Pittsburgh.

Treasurer.
Leo

Walter Blaire.
Herbert Bahlmann.
Archibald Campbell.

Yeske

Miltenberger.

The first contribution for this year shows that the generosity of the students in the support of the Sovereign Pontiff
has not diminished.
Twenty-one
dollars is the collection
First High—A, whose average is eleven cents, and Eighth Grade
an average of twelve cents, fully deserve an honorable-mention.
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Sturm,

’14, Editor:

The foot-ball season leaps upon us with full blast, bringing with it the lusty
cheers of the gridiron fans.
St. Mary’s is in the thick of the fight and bids
fair to outshine all previous records.
At first, owing to the lack of a sorely
needed coach, no team was picked and very loose practice entered, but on
October 12, the Athletic Association was able to secure the services of a very
efficient coach in Mr. Orville R. Smith, an athlete of integrity and ability from
Hiram College, and from that time things have changed entirely for the better.
He himself played “back” there for four years, and knows every phase of the
He will endeavor, to the best of his ability, to instill the
game to a frazzle.
scientific tactics and all the vim and vigor into his understudies needed to bring
forth a winning eleven.
$
He only had a few days’ time in which to prepare the eleven for the initial
struggle, but judging by the outcome of the game his coaching counted.
The
stars of this game have their positions cinched.
Games with Cedarville, Wittenberg, and Franklin were cancelled because they
could

not

bring

out

an

organized

team.

St.

Mary’s

had

with Steele, Stivers, and the Cadets, and put forth a
In the practice game with Stivers, Captain Ruhlman
He sustained a compound fracture of the ankle, and
obliged to remain out of the games for the rest of the
gridiron

warrior,

St. Mary’s-64
VS.

Deaf

Mutes-0

was

elected

to

succeed

him

as

practice

games,

however,

very creditable showing.
met with a sad accident.
by reason thereof will be
Hart, a seasoned
season.

captain.

The St. Mary’s Institute Eleven rolled up a beautiful count
against the Deaf Mutes of Columbus, on October 15, in the

opening

game

of the season, scoring 11 touchdowns

and kick-

The Mutes were unable to break through the
ing 9 goals.
stubborn defense put up by the local eleven, and the Saint’s goal line was unThe final score stood at 64 to 0, and
crossed during the forty minutes of play.
is a fair indication of the relative merits of the two elevens.
Captain Hart’s warriors received the first kick-off, and it was not more than
From then on it
two minutes afterward that the first score was registered.
was a continual march across the gridiron for the Saints, as they played far
Coach Smith had his underthe greater part of the game on the offensive.
studies going fast and their brilliant plays completely dazzled their opponents.
The Saints were held for downs but once during the fray, and this was after
they had advanced the ball nearly to their opponents’ goal line and were then
Time and again the Mutes tried to make the requird ten in three,
penalized.
but they were successful upon but three or four occasions and resorted generally
to

kicking

tactics.

Perhaps St. Mary’s showed up better in the forward pass than in any other
Summers and Anawalt were always on the job when
department of the game.
the pigskin was sent flying through the air, and long gains were torn off by
Sacksteder, McKinney, Captain Hart, and Janszen could
the use of this play.
all be depended upon for material gains when they received the ball, and their
Coach Smith used every
individual work was among the features of the game.
available man during the game and the score would undoubtedly have been
The Mutes showed the
larger had all the regulars played the forty minutes.
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lack of coaching and team work, and their showing yesterday was far inferior
to the game played last year, when the Saints were forced to step lively to pull
out a 11 to 6 decision.
The line-up at the beginning of play was as follows:
St. Mary’s—64
Mutes—0

Seidensticker

Werder
Derivan

‘

Connaway

Welch
Anawalt

i

Heubner

Janszen

McKinney

:

Sacksteder
Hart

(captain)

:

Crossen

i:

J. Brown

....F.

Redman

~

St. Mary’s-29
Earlham
Reserves-0

Thirsting for revenge for the drubbing administered them
last year, St. Mary’s stacked up against the Earlham Reserves,
Saturday,
October
29, with spirited determination
to win.
Coach Smith certainly had his understudies trimmed down
to fine points for the event, for dusk showed the Hoosier bunch wearily hoofing
their way to the car with a neat defeat hanging on their grips.
St. Mary’s received the kick-off and the clash began.
At first the outlook was
poor.
The Reserves’ husky line loomed up formidable, and the three endeavors
St. Mary’s made to pierce their line didn’t bring them the required ten yards,
and the ball went over.
Shortly, however, it was recovered on a fumble.
An
attempted forward pass failed.
Nothing daunted, the play was repeated and by
three lighting repetitions of the same the pigskin gloated behind the Saint’s
goal.
Quarterback A. Janszen had a few other tricks up his sleeve, and with them
climaxed the amazement of the shorn Hoosier bunch, netting us, during the
two halves, 29 well-deserved points.
Of all the plays the forward was pulled off oftenest and won large gains.
The
back field lads were there with all kinds of great work, the playing of Hart,
McKinney, Sacksteder, and Janszen featuring the contest.
The line was impenetrable to the heavy Hoosier backs, and frequent recourse was had to punting.
The line-up:
Winslow
Painter
Pennington
Werder
Heyworth
Derivan
Welch
Janszen-Zimmerman
McKinney
3
Sacksteder
Hart

Morrison
Williams

(captain)

SECOND
S.

....Q.

Myers

DIVISION

(Resident

(captain)

Students).

M. A.-31
vs.

The S. M. A. defeated the Monitors in a classy game, Sunday
morning, October 23, by a score of 31-0. . Although outweighed

Monitors-0

by their stalwart opponents, the 8. M. A. completely outclassed

:
them in every department of the game.
Thrilling line bucks
and startling end runs were in evidence throughout and counted much in the
stacking up of the score.
Mahoney,
O’Neil, Norckaur, and Kuntz deserve
special mention for the admirable skill and judgment used in the same. é
The line-up:
:

THE
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lg.; Hirsch, ¢.; Farrell, rg.;
St. Mary’s—O’Neil, le.; Cullen, lt.; Grogan,
Scott, rt.; McCourt, re.; Kuntz, qb.; Feidner, fb.; Mahoney, rh.; Norchaur, lh.
Buchanan, rE;
Monitors—Shenk, -le.: Wolf, It.; Schort, lg.; Schwartz, 8
Deckert, rh.; Zile, lh.
ths
Schroufe, rt.; Smith, re.; Bender, qb.; Mumma,
S.

M.

A.-27

On

vs.

October

16

the

Academy

Carlisles by the score 27-0.

team

The

played

game

and

defeated

the

was brilliant in many

Carlisies-0

respects, deserving special credit for the success of their forward pass.
The game waxed stiffer and grew more exciting
in the second half, the S. M. A. being able to secure but one touchdown.
The
‘Garlisles, in the fourth quarter, seeing an inevitable defeat, retired from the
field.
THIRD DIVISION (Resident Students).
Day Scholars-15
The initial game of the season was played against a team
vs.
of Dayscholars, who had the advantage in weight.
The lads
Ill. Div.-6
put forth a very credible showing in their endeavors to nose
through each other’s goal.
Up to the last quarter the game
seemed as much as won for the Boarders, but they patted themselves on the
backs too soon.
Burch, a star half-back, was injured and the shift in the
line-up which resulted brought three touch-downs to the Dayscholars.
Both
teams deserve credit for their masterful playing.
The following is the line-up:
Boarders.—Ochs, le.; Kranz, lt.; Reitemeier, lg.; Nugent, c.; Sherlock, rt.;
Steffen, rg.; Farrell, re.; Purpus, lb.; Bair, fb.; Burch, Stegmeier, rb.
Dayscholars.—Sommers, le.; Ryan, lt.; Sherry, lg.; Barlow, c.; Schneble, rt.;
Sacksteder, rg.; Jahn, re.; O’Connell, lb.; Rothermann, fb.; Burgmeier, rb.
THE

CADETS.

Cadets-9
Vs.
M. Tigers-16

On October 17 the Cadets lined up against the Miamisburg
Tigers, a heavier aggregation, and, although they played a
stellar game, they were beaten 16-9.
The Cadets. held the
lead, 9-5, to the last quarter, when, by injuries received by the
Tigers roughing it up, the two fast ends, the versatile quarter-back, and the star
back were obliged to retire from the game, and the team was so weakened by
the change in the line-up as to enable the Tigers to annex two touch-downs.
Cadets-12
vs.
Norwoods-0

The Norwoods, claiming the championship
of Dayton already won, fell victim to the Cadet’s superior playing, Sunday,
October 30, and were defeated by the score of 12-0.
The Cadets,
to a man, played his position admirably well, and deserve
unlimited praise for the way they held their heavier opponents.
The forward
pass was used to great advantage, substantial gains being netted time and again.
L. ROTTERMANN.

Continued from
Musical
Notes
himslf

better

as

class

being

of

music

with

such

dash

is the instrumentation and program:
Five first violins, two second violins,
piano,

three
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The S. M. I. Orchestra rendered a very creditable program
before the lecture of Rose Crane, October 24.
The music was
well received by the audience, and Mr. Rose Crane expressed
quite surprise at hearing a college orchestra rendering the

clarinets,

two

cornets,

and
two

trombone,

professional
violas,
drums,

one
and

skill.

The

cello, two

following

contra

bass,

bells.

PROGRAM.

March—“The Conqueror,” Boehme; Overture—“The Caliph of Bagdad,” Boieldieu; Menuet, Paderewski; March—“Our Starry Banner,” wahells, Postlude—
“Star Spangled Banner,” Keys.
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THE EARLY BIRD, by GEORGE R. CHESTER.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill
Company.
1910.
280 pp., $1.50.
“The early bird catches the worm,” is an old saying artistically illustrated
in the volume before us by an impetuous young man who in his career is known
as the busiest man alive, is a plunger in investment, gets ahead of another chap
even in a case of a heart affair and ultimately wins a business partner firm and
sedate who is won over by his ever ready wit and swift: thinking and speedier
action when there was a question of righting a wrong or doing good to his fellowman.
It is a most enjoyable book, swift in action, powerful and vivacious
and the reader regrets when he is obliged to tear himself from the newly-formed
stock company of Turner and Josephine.
A MOTLEY, by JOHN
1910.
274 pp., $1.50.

GALSWORTHY.

New

York,

Charles

Scribner’s

Sons.

As the name indicates this volume is a collection of short stories, nature
studies and impressions of this versatile author, most of which have appeared
in divers reviews and periodicals.
All of them are pithy, well rendered productions, each one containing some moral lesson and told in a vivacious humor.
THE WEBSTER SERIES FOR BOYS, by FRANK V. WEBSTER.
New York,
Cupples & Leon Company.
40 cents a volume.
We have before us two of Webster’s juveniles, Only a Farm Boy and The
Young Firemen of Lakeville.
Frank Webster shares Horatio Alger’s gift of
describing boyish grit and nerve and adventure.
The first describes Dan Hardy’s
rise in life under trying circumstances, until he clears the suspicions gathering
around him.
The second describes how plucky village lads organize a fire
brigade.
In both stories is a mystery, not very complicated, but intricate enough
to set boys’ brains to solve them.
THE

FRIENDLY

Benziger Brothers.

LITTLE

1910.

HOUSE,

by

276 pp., $1.25.

MARION

A.

TAGGART.

New

York,

This beautiful little story is the first one of a series written by well known
Catholic writers, sure to captivate the hearts of all readers, told in a vivacious

and natural

style,

depicting

life lines of courage,

truth,

honest

dealings

friend and foe, sure to stir the blood of every real manly boy and
by their charming pathos and humor the heart of every true girl.

will

with

delight

ONE CHRISTMAS
EVE AT ROXBURY
CROSSING,
by CATHRYN
WALLACE.
New York, Fr. Pustet & Company.
1910.
168 pp., 75 cents.
A beautiful series of Christmas stories designed by the gifted and pious
authoress to instil into the hearts of juveniles the teachings of the Catholic
Church in reference to the important réle and influence the Blessed Virgin
Mary exercises among her devoted clients.
It is a beautiful, inspiring book
and like ivy, the tendrils of pure thought, speech and act will cling to the heart
of readers and be an inspiration to lead better, nobler lives.
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SELECTIONS
FROM
NEWMAN’S
PROSE
MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN, L.L.D., J. V. D.
pany.
327 pp., 40 cents.
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AND
POETRY.
Boston, Houghton

Edited
by
Mifflin Com:

The present volume addresses itself especially to the younger students of
English literature.
It thus fills a gap that many may have noticed in scanning over the various lists of classics drawn up for the development of literary
taste among English scholars.
The name of Cardinal Newman figures on many

of these lists, but teachers, no doubt, were often at at loss what specific work of
Newman,
captivate

tinguished

to put into the hands of their scholars that would at the same time
their interest and give them an adequate idea of the style of this dis-

prose-writer.

The

selections

of this volume

have

been

made

with

such skill and intuition that the book will without fail accomplish its mission,
namely, to reveal to its youthful readers a new world of thought; convince them
that style is the result of constant and conscientious painstaking, and that the
best preparation to obtain beauty of style is to cultivate poetry after the example of Cardinal Newman.
For these reasons the volume merits recognition and a wide sale.

JOURNAL INTIME DE MGR. DUPANLOUP,
EAU.
Paris, P. Téqui.
1910.
356 pp., 3fr.50.

published

by L. BRANCHER-

Monseigneur Dupanloup was one of the most illustrious French bishops of the
XIXth century.
His life was’ strenuous and therefore he was at times an
object of contradiction.
The present volume reveals another aspect of his physiogomy, namely his private life.
The book is composed of extracts from his
notes in which he recorded the various impressions of the day and the daily
struggle he underwent to realize his ideal.
There is nothing pretentious or
affected in these notes.
After reading these pages the conviction grows upon
us that he was not only a great but also a holy bishop.
5
EN
1910.

PENITENCE CHES
348 pp., 3fr.50.

LES

JESUITES,

by

PAUL

KER.

Paris,

P.

Téqui.

This book is not a romance, but “une histoire vécue.”
It consists of a number
of letters written.by a young man whose father placed him “en pénitence” in a
Jesuit college because the lad did not make any progress at the “Lycee.”
Like
many others, what he knew of the Jesuits was only from hearsay; therefore in
the beginning his letters are full of prejudiges against them.
But by and by his
life with them changes his views altogether.
The book will help to dispel prejudices against the Jesuits and against the teaching orders in general.

PLANS
D’INSTRUCTION
POUR
Téqui.
1910.
455 pp., 3fr. 50.

LE

DIOCESE

DE

NEVERS.

Paris,

P.

This volume was published by the Bishop of Nevers for the priests of his
diocese.
It contains, for a cycle of five years, plans of instructions on the
Creed, Grace, the Sacraments, Liturgy, the Commandments
of God and the
Gospels of the Sunday.
Each plan is followed:
by an indicated list of works to
be consulted.
Its purpose is then to facilitate, not suppress, the work of preparing instructions.
In any case it is invaluable to those that wish to follow
the directions of the present Pope concerning the duty of preaching.
APOLOGETIQUE
CHRETIENNE,
by ANATOLE MOULARD
VINCENT.
Paris, Bloud & Cie.
1910.
507 pp., 3fr. 50.
It is not surprising that in these latter days many manuals

have

appeared

since

the

Church

is

traversing

new

difficulties

ET

FRANCIS

of

Apologetics

and

struggles.

And for new objections new answers are required:
Among these manuals it
would be difficult to find one superior to that of Messrs. Moulard and Vincent.
We need not expect lengthy replies to the objections of unbelieving philosophers
and exegetes, though these questions are touched upon in passing.
The book
was written for persons of medium culture.
But even as such it offers clear,
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up-to-date and documented answers to
ditional doctrine about God, Revelation,
chosen bibliography closes the volume.

the main objections affecting
Jesus Christ and the Church.

the traA well

BRETON PIERRE DE KERIOLET, by the VTE HIPPOLYTE
Paris, P. Téqui.
1910.
412 pp., 3fr. 50.
One of the most
Pierre de Kériolet is unknown to most of our readers.
remarkable personages of the XVII century, he is -astonishing by his crimes
A debauchee, a robber, an assassin and renegade
and by his acts of virtue.
the first part of his life, though at the same time continuing to recite daily a
Haily Mary to the Mother of God, he was finally overcome by grace on the
Henceforth his life
occasion of the exorcisms of the Ursulines of Loudun.
He became priest and exorcist
was one of trials and of terrible mortifications.
Thanks are due to the Viscount Hippolyte
and died in the odour of sanctity.
Our
Le Gouvello, one of his descendants, for having given us this biography.
only regret is that his preoccupation to moralise is prejudicial to the vivacity
of the narrative.

LE

LE PENITENT
GOUVELLO.

Boston, L. C. Page
WHISTLER BOOK, by SADAKICHI HARTMANN.
1910.
272 pp., $2.50.
This book was written by a man who knew Whistler, the man of many moods
—dreamy, yet active; eccentric, yet logical; sensitive and satirical, yet loyal and
lovable; an artist who played with colors as others do with-notes; who believed
that all things are beautiful, but only under certain conditions and in certain supreme moments, and who endeavored to fix these evanescent movements on canvas in what he was pleased to call symphonies, nocturnes, arrangements, and
Capricious he was as a butterfly, and could turn from grave to gay
eapriccios.
America,
with the same versatility of that iridescent wanderer of the skies.
It is possible that no
France, and England are glad to claim him as their own.
one understood Whistler in his life-time, but a book such as this will throw the
light of explanation on many an obscure corner of “our Jimmy’s” varied existIt is certainly a treat for the art lover, both as to language and then as to
ence,
illustrations of Whistler’s work, of which there are no fewer than fifty-seven.

THE
& Co.

Boston, Dana Estes &
THE WHITE RIVER RAFT, by LEWIS B. MILLER.
Co.
1910.
430 pp., $1.50.
On the Father of
Among juvenile fiction this story is certainly a hummer.
Waters and on the Red and White rivers, bordered by miles and miles of timberland, incidents of a startling nature are always occurring, but more frequently
In this tale
among the raftsmen that bring the timber down the broad streams.
the tragedy of Craig and his companions, the fearsome ride through a crevasse,
the hours spent in black flooded forests, the hardships of wood-chopper’s life,
the storms encountered, and hairbreadth escapes are depicted with a vividness
that makes one feel creepy and yet is instructive and pleasant reading. The facts
related are now almost history in those parts, as many of the eye witnesses are
still alive to vouch for their veracity.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill Co.
THE NATIVE BORN; by I. A. R. WYLLIE.
:
417 pp., $1.50.
1910.
The weaving of two human strains, Saxon and Indian, is forcibly depicted by
Dramatic and thrilling are the details; social intrigue
this absorbing novel.
and

racial

antipathy

and

rebellion

produce

possibilities

hard

to

conjecture

be-

The entire theme of this new light in the field of fiction seems to be
forehand.
the race question in India; Indian life, oriental habits, religion, and mannerisms opposed to modern English fashions, produce results fascinating in detail
The
The young Rajah, or ruler, is a superb figure.
and of absorbing interest.
The
cold-blooded adventuress, Beatrice, is transformed into a noble woman.
renunciation of the gentle, loving Lois and brave young Nicholson is beautiful
The entire work demands admiration, and the reader is
and soul-inspiring.
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kept in constant suspense and anticipation until
rulings of a divine providence acknowledged.
ONE

BRAVER

THING,

by

RICHARD

the

DEHAN.
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climax

New

is reached

York,

and

Duffield

&

the

Co.

1910.
610 pp., $1.40.
Such only that enjoy the depths and beauty of real literature, not biased by
criticisms of the author or his writings, will find in this unique and lengthy
volume a veritable treasuretrove.
The daily divine comedy enacted by humans
in their search for happiness amid grief, love, and laughter is here described
and readers will delight in this real reproduction of life’s uneven ways.
In
the dim, foggy heart of London, on the mysterious far-reaching sombre velds
of the Transvaal, it all happened, and though so palpably written with blood,
tears, and fire, the entire tale is one thrilling, touching narration of unusual
interest.
The casual reader of romance and fiction will hardly be able to
appreciate the doings of “one braver thing,’ and by it a braver hidden, enacted
by Owen Saxham and his lost and found lady love, Miss Lynette Wildare.
OPAL, by BESSIE R. HOOVER.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1910.
331
pp., $1.20.
A beautiful New England love’story, ringing true and appealing to the hearts
of every reader on account of the real every-day life depicted, the joys and
sorrows of humble people not clothed in conventional disguise and phrases, but
simply, truthfully told, yet including incidents out of the ordinary, intermingled
with pleasing and diversified romance.
Opal, the heroine of the tale, is simply
charming, and her true devoted heart found in Stefton, the man whom God had
destined to be her soulmate and protector.
The love and laughter of the
simple

folks

described

is

contagious

and

gives

the

tale

its

popularity.

DIXIE HART, by WILL N. HARBEN.
New York, Harper & Brothers.
1910.
340 pp., $1.50.
A little Georgia village and its quaint interesting people forms the scene and
furnishes the characters of this exciting and interesting tale.
The hero, Alfred
Henley, is a very shrewd, common-sensed, and good natured storekeeper, who,
having married his first love after the supposed death of his former rival that
outwitted him in gaining her affections, finds himself very much in love with
an attractive beauty next door who is trying to support herself and her widowed
mother.
Anxious to find some one to share her heavy burden, she corresponds
with some unknown young man.
Young Henly, knowing her worth and qualities, interests himself in her behalf and consistently and conscientiously acts as
her friend.
Mutual confidence begets love, and this is the beginning and end
of the story, despite the heart,rend scenes depicted.
Pathos and humor alternate
throughout its chapters and time is well spent in its persual.
TALES OF MEN AND GHOSTS, by EDITH WHARTON.
New York, Charles
Scribner’s Sons.
1910.
438 pp., $1.50.
This book is the embodiment of legends and weird tales, bordering on the
supernatural, showing the superior power and skill of this versatile authoress.
As a writer of short stories, she is: unsurpassed in modern fiction.
Style and
language are intensely interesting and- marvelous in conception.
Pathos and
humor intermingled with a ‘grace and lightness: of touch, then again delving
into the depths of science and trmexplored mysticism, emerging on the heights
of realism.
~The Bolted Door and The Eyes are a bit gruesome, still attractive
and full of interest.
The Legend is fascinating.
All the tales have a deftness
of

revealing

hidden

thought

and

ideas

perplexing

and

at

the

same

time

exhil-

arating.
- THE
1910.

TURN
387-pp.,

OF

THE

TIDE,

by MARY

A: GRAY.

New

York,

Benziger

Bros.

$1.25.

. A fascinating Catholic tale of humble people in a lowly village on the southern coast of England.
In the miser Moucrieff we have a powerful picture of the
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effects of greed and envy.In the heroine Hilda, who sacrificed her life’s hopes,
her lover, to shield her father’s good name, we see what filial love is capable
of, and that the Catholic faith alone can produce such marvels of constancy and
In Bob Lister we have the picture of a wide-awake, up-to-date young
sacrifice.
fellow, true to his mother and early training, and quite a hero despite his tender
of Hilda,
the betrothed
most pathetic figure is Jesse Amos,
The
years.
whom, Moucrieff’s gold, the cowardice of Hilda’s father and adverse circumstances well nigh ruined; but his firm faith and trust in God is at length rewarded by a return of fortunes, and, after Moucrieff’s shocking death, is united
A powerful pathetic tale well worth
to the idol of his heart, his own dear Hilda.
reading.

THE MISTRESS OF
G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

SHENSTONE, by FLORENCE
340 pp., $1.35 net.
1910.

York,

New

L. BARCLAY.

“The Mistress of Shenstone’ has many characteristics in common with that
The events it
other remarkable novel by Florence L. Barclay, “The Rosary.”
However,
relates took place several years after the marriage of Garth and Jane.
Dalmain and: Jane play only very unimportant roles, whilst
it is not a sequel.
Lady Myra Ingleby, the Mistress of Shenstone, is a very minor character in the
The nature
other novel, and Jim Airth, the hero, is not found in “The Rosary.”
The young
of true love is admirably depicted by comparison with its opposite.
Lady Ingleby and the youthful Jim Airth had each tasted the bitter experience
In Horseshoe Cove, where Airth had rescued Myra
of unhappy wedded life.
The novel
from the angry waves, both become aware of what true love is.
The great obstacles that present
portrays likewise the strength of this love.
themselves unexpectedly as the plot develops are swept away by the power of
By reading “The Mistress of Shenstone” we also behold a strong, manly,
love.
and virtuous soul on the point of succumbing to the violence of temptation,
which, in the end, is gloriously overcome.

York,

Benziger

Brothers.

Father Finn in the person of Rev. John A. Wehs

has made

his debut

NED RIEDER, by REV.
1910.
216 pp., 85 cents.

Another
as a writer
is the

hero.

of boys’
His

A.

JOHN

stories.

companions

“Ned
are

WEHS.

Rieder”

“a manly,

New

is a parochial

bright

set,

and

have

Rieder

story.

school

warm

American

It would be of
blood in their veins”; no molly-coddle’ is found among them.
great benefit to boys to rival Ned Rieder, also to learn a lesson from Tom KeelThe author has sympathy for boys and knows how to
ing, a hero in the making.
fill them with enthusiasm to become staunch and fearless Catholic men.

&

TIM AND ROY IN CAMP, by FRANK
Shepard Co.
1910.
368 pp., $1.50.

PENDLETON.

Lothrop,

Boston,

Lee

This is a pleasing tale of adventures, hunting, and camping, and holds the
We follow with breathless
attention of the youthful reader at every point.
It abounds in
interest the adventures of Tim and Roy with their friends.
description of camp life and is full of lessons in
hunting that are dear to every manly boy’s heart.

woodcraft,

Indian

stories,

and

Tim and Roy, who are cousins, with their two friends and in company with
Here, in
Tim’s father, an old trapper of the West, go on a hunting expedition.

close

touch

with

nature,

they

learn

its

secrets,

the

habits

and

haunts

of

wild

animals, and under the guidance of the old trapper they learn to hunt and trap
In the winter evenings around the
and the duties and pleasures of camp life.
camp fire, surrounded with the day’s trophies, they are regaled with exciting
The book will interest boys,
tales of the Indians, the plains and the forest.
for it is written by a man thoroughly conversant with incidents of the hunt
and camp.
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by
CHILDREN,
MARY’S
FOR
READINGS
SPIRITUAL
SHORT
MORE
214 pp., $1.25, net.
1910.
New York, Benziger Brothers.
MADAME CECILIA.
In the modest words of the author these “little articles” are collected and
reprinted “in the hope that they may be useful to our dear Lady’s children and
A fair idea of the book’s scope and
to others into whose hands they may fall.”
Just
purpose may be gleared from the mere perusal of the table of contents.
Generosity in the Service
a few titles of chapters are here mentioned at random:
and
of God, On the Spirit of True Zeal, Profiting by Our Confessions, Faults
The list is a long one, forty-five chapters in all, and every one
Failures, etc.
The style has a persuasive
teeming with sound, timely, practical instruction.
The mechanical
quality about it that seems to be the author’s special gift.
make-up of the book is substantial and elegant.
1910.
New York, Benziger Brothers.
Vol. VIII.
WORLD,
THE
ROUND
218 pp., $1.00, net.
All the chapters of this book make very interesting and instructive reading,
and some of the titles excite the curicsity of the reader on the spot. S?. Patrick’s
It is a fine description and contains much that is of
Purgatory is one of thse.
When the Bugle Calls is a description of the life on
great historical interest.
Joys of a Country Home is a
the ocean wave of Uncle Sam’s boys in the navy.
When the Beacon Gleams is a
small treatise on rural landscape gardening.
Odd American Homes is an
fine description of the U. S. Lighthouse service.
essay which reminds us that “there are others” besides ourselves who claim to
be Americans with at least a good a title as ours.
It ought
The book contains several more chapters, and is finely illustrated.
to have a very good place in the library with books of travel and of general
;
P
information.
8. T. L.
C. SCHUYLER,
OF CHRIST, by REV. HENRY
CHARITY
THE
178 pp., 50 cents, net.
Philadelphia, Peter Reilly. 1940.
This book is the second of a series entitled “The Virtue of Christ Series.”
The first of the series, “The Courage of Christ,’ was published some time ago
is a
The present work
and has already passed through several editions.
The titles of the five chapters into which the
worthy successor of the first.
They are asbook is divided give a very fair idea of its scope and treatment.
Charity and Bodily Needs, Charity and Ignorance, Charity and Corfollows:
Under each heading the
rection, Charity and Sorrow, Charity and Injury.
author shows how Christ, our Model, taught and practiced His own favorite
commandment of charity.
All is based on the gospel record, and told in
language clear and eloquent, instructing the mind and touching the heart.
No

one

can

read

this

book

without

great

profit,

and being better himself for that increase
tions add much to the charm of the book

without

of knowledge.

WATCHWORDS
FROM
DOCTOR
BROWNSON,
O'NEILL.
‘Techny, Ill., Society of the Divine Word.

knowing
Four

Christ

better,

artistic

illustra-

by D.
J. SCANNELL:
1910.
112 pp., 50 cents.

This little collection is not intended as a representative selection from Doctor:
Brownson’s writings.
Its very modest size alone precludes that.
But it may
well serve as an introduction to the famous author-convert, who is altogether
too little known and appreciated by his fellowlcountrymen and co-religionists..
May. this little volume hasten the day when this “American Newman” shall
come

to his own.

LIFE

IN

THE

SHADOW

OF

by REV. ANDREW
KLARMANN,
1910.
182 pp., $1.00.
"

DEATH—ART

A.M.

New

AND

PURPOSE

York,

Frederick

OF

LIVING,

Pustet

&

Co..
2

_ This work is a comprehensive treatise on life, both as a philosophical proposi-.
tion and as a practical problem.
Part First treats of life from the philosophic
point

of

view.

The

various

faculties

of

living

beings

are

described

and

conse
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trasted, all with a view of showing man’s purpose of existence, his plan in
creation, and from both of these his responsibility.
Part Second treats of conduct.
It holds up the ideals of perfect living.
It dwells on the excellence and
necessity of the principal virtues.
It tells of the economy of suffering—the
“gospel of pain.”
It places great stress on a much-forgotten element in God’s
service—generosity.
It points the finger of scorn at the small, calculating,
self-seeking observance of God’s law that is now-a-days so prevalent even among
“good” people—the attitude that would have the great God feel Himself under
obligations to His own creatures.
All in all, Father Klarmann’s book is a
compendium of sound spirituality, calculated to do much good to the serious
reader.
LARRY BURKE, FRESHMAN, by FRANK I. ODELL.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee
& Shepard Co.
1910.
310 pp., $1.25.
The book bristles with activity:
baseball, football, ice-hockey, basket-ball,
track

and

field

events,

and

a

regatta

appear,

and

each

sp

‘s

brought

in

with

expert accuracy of detail, which make a graduate reader
©
\is own most
thrilling athletic experiences.
Larry Burke is a modest
iete, bri
ght student,
and all-around good fellow, at the same time subject to
4) tie
»:\s.ortunes of a
freshman.
The story is a picture of the school where
svine
is «(ill alive, and
where athletics are about to supersede the curriculum.
J ¢ «ho ms of student
life and comradship are also portrayed.
All in all, ev:
bo.
e209 man who ever
heard of college can take delight in this book.
A LITTLE SHEPHERD OF PROVENCE
(The Rose:
ri
, by EVALEEN
STEIN.
Boston, L. C. Page & Co.
1910.
210 pp
1
The story of little Jean in his pastoral home of
:
yvence is a charming tale.
Jean comes into temporary possession of
‘ie ‘ezendary Golden Sheep
that guards the ‘treasure of the Saracens.”
His
rec
aney of the consequent
treasure is traced on the background, founded
o» ‘> 2
ith and customs of the
pious folk, manifested in the gracious spirit vic-lide.
With the child’s
unconscious experiences in realizing his hear’
“t wish is intimately
linked the chivalry of the Crusades and the
“estivais
of prince and peasant.
The beautiful illustrations, with the mission »
()e boos make it an appropriate
Christmas gift.
THE BOY FORTUNE HUNTERS IN ALASKA,
The Reilly & Britton Co.
1910.
271 pp., #1.
In

.Among recent juvenile
the way of invention,

and
the
girls.

writers this
exploration,

aut):
ar
acve

daring conception in flowing langu‘
=
preceding one, makes delightful road)
The

fortunes

and

misfortunes

©.

A book for primary
ination of the young.

LAN
S}

grades th
Twenty’

>

LE CIDE—CORNEILLE
American Book Company.
_.We have. before us ano
classics by the America

AKERS.

nly takes a
e, depicted

yan!
oreine

rie
i} f

«|

38
4

prom

et

|

:

- }
;

©ci'e¢
(°°.
ie:
sp
(100%

be

and

mystery,

iucle’s revenge,
uuagination of every
_y that which is noble and

“LORENCE V. FARMER.
pp., 45 cents.

Cincin-

the curious imagFor convenience

ag to their sources, American,
©:

Chies

)

'|
.>vadantly appeal to
«tions are represented.

sake, the myths are distinguis!
and European.
These stories
ing moral and religious belie’
and poetic character.

(LOYD

ant

©

sands of gold, encounter with outlaws *
such are the stirring incidents depict»)
true-hearted and courageous youth
good in the sight of God.
NATURE MYTHS OF MANY
nati; American Book Company.

ev:

by

Asiatic,

tions of the compiler, but tales embodyts and pagans.
They have a dramatic
:

»y JAMES D. BRUNER.
Ph.D.
Cincinnati,
55 pp., 45 cents.
nen of the unsurpassed edition of French
vopany.
The text of the tragedy, which is
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accompanied with numerous annotations, both in French and English, is preceded
They set forth the theory of the
by an Introduction of sixty-three pages.
classical drama in France, its language, style setting, plot and character, special
Then follows an “averreference being made in each particular to Le Cide.
tissement” and an “examen,” both in French, by Corneille, consisting of historiIf it be
The book closes with a handy vocabulary.
cal and critical remarks.
an index of approval, we may add that Corneille’s Le Cide figures in S. MET:
programs.

OF
SON
AND
MESSIAH
OR JESUS, THE
GOSPEL
THE
AND
CHRIST
Philadelphia, John Joseph McVey.
GOD, by REV. MARIUS LEPIN, 8.8., D.D.
558 pp., $2.00, net; postage, 15 cents extra.
1910.
It is no exaggeration to assert that the translator of Father Lepin’s well
known work, “Christ and the Gospel,’ by making it accessible to the clergy of
this country has thereby conferred upon them a benefit that cannot be too highly
Priests engaged in the active ministry will find this volume a
appreciated.
minature encyclopedia elucidating succinctly and scientifically the most import-.
ant points of the Biblical question; the authenticity of the Gospels, the canonicity
of the New Testament Scriptures, the authenticity and historicity of the Sacraments, the divinity of Christ, and finally the incomplete and superficial erudiBut besides its merits from
tion of rationalistic critics in these vital questions.
The
a scientific point of view, its apologetic value cannot be over-estimated.
methodical examination in this work of the objective arguments that can be
utilized to strengthen the faith in the gospel cannot but serve to enlighten and
reassure certain minds that have been troubled by the arbitrary, dogmatic, and
To seminarists, likewise, this volume
unscientific affirmations of rationalism.
It will whet their
will prove a welcome aid in the study of Sacred Scripture.
appetite for Biblical questions and excite their interest for very important
For these reasons, “Christ and_ the
branch of the ecclesiastical curriculum.
Gospel” ought to be a “Vade mecum” of every priest and ecclesiastical student
ra dt i
of this country.
edited by C. F. TUCKER
MARLOWE,
CHRISTOPHER
664
1910.
New York, Oxford University Press.
(Oxon.)

OF
WORKS
THE
BROOKE, B. LITT.

a

pp., on ordinary paper, $1.75; on Oxford India paper, $2.50.

We are pleased to notice an excellent publication as the present one, conTamburlaine, Doctor Faustus,
taining Marlowe’s plays and poems, which are:
Edward II., The Jew of Malta, Dido, The Massacre of Paris, Hero and Leander,

Poems,

Lyric

Elegies,

Ovid’s

and

The

First

Each

of Lucan.

Book

play

and

The general appearance of the
puom ig preceded by a critical introduction.
The peculiarities of
volume ls nleasing, and commendable to the publishers.
middle Englisu gpelling are retained. . In his short career, Marlowe greatly
He recast the English drama into an
advanced the cause vf dramatic art.

entirely new form by the estatiisuucil of blank verse as the standard dramatic
This

metre.

he

in Tamburlaine

accomplished

influence

Marlowe’s

Great.

the

upon Shakespeare is very traceable in The Merchant of Venice and in Edward
Nevertheless English
In general, Marlowe strains after violent effect.
Il.
He was too quickly
drama owes ‘this mighty genius an inestimable debt.”
shuffled

off before

was

hand

could

he

behold

to give to dramatic

INTERPRETATION

OF

the

marvelous

that

development

a

HORACE,

by

the

late

WILLIAM

MEDLEY,

edited by John Green Skemp, M.A., and George Watson Macalpine.
Oxford
The

University
editors

and William

Press.

of this

Medley.

1910.

unique

Medley,

who

lecturer’s thinking
meaning.”

169 pp., $3.00.

volume

find

striking

Be that as it may, the more

reader and author the greater

Mr.

is the understanding,

resemblance

sympathy

the more

with

his class—discussing,

that

:

M.A.,

New York,

between

Horace

there is between

enduring the result.

did not intend to publish the Interpretations,
aloud

subtl

more

art.

calls them

is shaking
:

out

“the

all its
ep)

—
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And he has admirably succeeded in “shaking out the meaning.”
He has also
found counterparts and resemblances in quotations from Scripture,
from Shakespeare, Burns, Longfellow, and from the Greeks.
But Mr. Medley is superior to
Horace in religious concepts, because he was Christian.
Hence, he can correct
and elevate to higher planes.
.
Sir William Gladstone has given us Horace in faultless English
dress.
But
for the student of Latin, William Medley has illumined and
transfigured the
original text in such wise, that in order to a proper and complete
understanding
of Horace Mr. Medley must “think aloud with the class” by means
of his
“Interpretations.”
FLAMSTED QUARRIES, by MARY BE. WALLER.
Best n, Little, Brown &
493 pp., $1.50.
1910.
Co.
_ The gifted authoress emphasizes the dignity and nobi!i'y ©
‘abor, especially
the healing quality it possesses for the fetid sores producce by
cébauchery and
sloth.
The entire tale is of deep interests and vividl~ porreyvs the social and
. industrial conditions of American homes and familie.
ij j¢ Patti or Aileen
‘Armagh is a poor child of Irish immigrants whom pov~:'y forced to a vaudeville
stage, from which she was rescued by a fatherly, kin
hearted
priest, and placed
among the toilers of an obscure Maine village nam-.
armstied.
Little Aileen
adopts the rustic, plain, unaffected life and toil of ¢-os°
a»
gst whom she has

been adopted and soon became the idol of those tru.
and self-sacrifice depicted are a powerful lesson fo»

‘dur

country,

and

a

powerful

stimulant

assignedto every one of us.
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to

find

aid simple souls. The love
be youths and maidens of

pleasure

by ROBERT A

WAS)»

the

labor

God

Indianapolis,

has

Bobbs

399 pp., $1.50.

‘In this age of taxicabs, autos, and motorcycles, ‘he powers of the hands on the
‘steering wheel must be such as to give assurai<« ta) lity, alertness, foresight,
and intrepid courage.
So in the race for bappiness
and fortune, along the
devious paths of love’s circuit, there is reguired
a certain amount of selfassurance, stability of character, foresight «* possible contingencies, courage and

perseverance.

This is the theme of the aviier.

ond in his own imitable manner

makes use of a phraseology pertaining to.tiie iocomobiles of the present day, in
which the girl at the wheel, an invalid uncle, Pick, the providential chanffor)
and Mulligan, the bull dog, figure extensi «ly, ‘or ming a fascinatine cor
at
of delightful romance and fiction, and @ ‘he same time *
ling a g0Mn«
mn
lesson.
.. THE YOUNG FORESTER, by ZAN#
1910.
224 pp., $1.25.
--The reservation and protection o
become

a problem

advantages

to

of wise

our

and

governme?

practical

ls

it in an interesting tale of a front
seodiiviics and the ‘reading of
fortune in the wilds of Arizona,
narrow

escapes

from

gloomy

made of him an experienced
pion
of the government
for

f

41
resources of Our country has
.© oi this juvenile writer are the
-orther such reservation and embodies

fe.
Kenneth Ward, whose natural
els inclined.him to seek fame and
ro of the story.
Romantic scenes and
°s

«vless

fc

men,

‘auntless
ction
and

resources in the great timber]:
2 IN THE CLOUDS FOR UNL!
& Britton Co.
1910.
216 p
The other title of this b«
is the first of a series of b
fascinating interest to all |
is written in a style that =»

GR

wild

animals,

forest

fires

hunter, and a fearless chamsafe-guarding
of its natural

ne slopes of the Rockies.
&4™,
yt

by Ashton

Lamar.

Chicago,

The

Reilly

ey Marshall of the Signal Corpse.”
This
ed “The Aeroplane Boys’” Series.
It is of
ctracted to the new science of aviation.
It
ention and holds the reader. The plot of the

THE
story is keenly
in late years.

interesting

S. M.

and

I. EXPONENT

entertaining.

The

best

:
series

of books

441
for boys

. THE BOY WHO WON, by FANNIE E. OSTRANDER.
Boston, L: C. Page
392 pp., $1.25.
1910.
& Co.
Those boys who have read “Little White Indians” will appreciate “‘The Further
Adventures of the Little White Indians,” by the same author.
The doings and
adventures of the White Indians, who make it so interesting for the reader,
are
set forth in a delightful way.
The courage and true gentlemanliness of Rex
Webster, The Boy Who Won, and the different scraps of his many cousins
and
fellow “tribesmen” appeal to all juveniles.
OUR LADY’S LUTENIST, by REV. DAVID BEARNE, 8. J.
New York, Benziger Bros.
1910.
181 pp., 65 cents.
The gifted author recalls in his Twice Told Tales the child stories of long ago,
when faith, deeply religious faith, enkindled by practical Catholic parents, shone
forth with incandescent brightness in the lives and loves of their children.
Our
Lady’s Lutenist, which is the first of these legends, is really the story of the
boyhood days of St. Meinrad, so well known and loved in Switzerland and Germany.
The Oxford Scholar, Paschal the Shepherd, Titian are all subjects of
interest and imstruction to the young, and the modest child language employed
will render it pleasing to our young readers, and, let us hope, will reanimate the
faith of such as have grown callous by the reading of light, worthless fiction.

“MARY
WARE
IN THXAS,”
by ANNE
FELLOWS
JOHNSTON.
Boston,
L. C. Page & Co.
1910.
3885 pp., $1.50.
Truly the best of the very interesting “Little Colonel” series by Anne Johnston.
It brings in many of the characters of the other books, but especially Mary
Ware
herself, as good, generous, and lovable as of old, if not more so.
The Ware

family

had

removed

from

Arizona to the country

around

San

Antonio,

Texas,

on account of the illness and helplessness of Jack, Mary’s elder brother, in order
that he might be restored to health.
Here Mary has a hard struggle against
poverty and the keeping up of appearances and nearly goes under in the struggle, but bravely endures everything fot the sake of those she loves.
She meets
old friends and makes new ones, and aer taming of “die kleinen Teufel,”
the
mischievous Mallory children, is especiaily interesting.and full of fun.
Mary’s
old friend, Phil, learns of her struggle te help Jack, and interests his father,
Doctor Tremont, in Jack’s case.
He underzoes a delicate and hitherto unknown
Opearation and recovers his health and strength, and the faithful and loyal
Mary
is released” mf_her trouble.
How her little remance with “Bogey” and Phil will
turn out the boox- does not say, but reserves it for a book,
which shall be as
delightful as the pressent one.
The book is tull of life and action, sorrow and
troubles, mingled with ifun and sunshine, and therefore
makes it hard for the
reader to lay it aside with regreu:

HELL-FIRE
HARRISON, by W. D. WATTLiKg.
Boston, L. C. Page & Co.
100 pp., $1.00.
1910.
A goodly tale of love and tragedy, with the scenes laid
in England.
The
story is woven around Richard Harrison and Ma-‘ry Chester, the heroine of the
story.
The story develops the love affair of a young Englishman
and Mary
_Chester, who is about to become the wife of a ma n, drunken,
brutal, licentious,

fearing neither God nor man.

The father of Richard

Harrison, becoming aware

of this fact, and solicitous for the girl’s best interests, brings about a
happy
marriage with her and his only son; not, howeve r, without
much difficulty and
deadly danger, both of which he overcomes with great
courage and heroism.
The story goes with a fascinating rush, which is most entertaini
ng, and
oughly imbued is the reader with the spirit of the plot that he is almostso thorloath
to end the last chapter, even if the dying note is one of
peace and love.
It’s a
story remarkable for its plot and dramatic happeniings,
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